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ABSTRACT
Improved Techniques for Estimation of 
Paved Road PMio Emissions
Geisa Bittencourt Rodrigues
Dr. Dave James, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
AP-42 Emission Factors were analyzed for trends over time and dependence 
on roadway classification and improvements. Local roads presented a significant 
decrease in Emission Factor over time for pooled data. Local road Emission 
Factors were significantly higher than Collector and Minor Arterial Emission 
Factors for pooled data. Differences in AP-42 Emission Factor between the 
Collectors and Minor arterials were not statistically significant; however the 
differences between Local and either Collector or Minor arterials were statistically 
significant. Individual analysis of each road show that two Locals and two Minor 
arterials (among 30 different sites) presented a significant decrease with time. 
Year by year statistical analysis of effects of roadway improvements on 
emissions factors showed that only twice (since 1999) roads with improved 
shoulder presented a significant lower Emission Factor than roads with 
unimproved shoulder.
Ill
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Aerodynamic shear applied by vacuum cleaner, cars and DRI’s Mini-PI- 
SWERL™ were estimated and compared. Shear values for vacuum cleaners 
were found to generally exceed the Mini-PI-SWERL™ shears by a factor of 6.9 
and were over 300 times as great as estimated shear values developed by 
vehicles. Because of higher shear it is likely that the AP-42 emissions are 
overestimating PM10 emissions for paved road. Laboratories tests showed that 
silt recovery increased with aerodynamic shear.
IV
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Literature Review
The impact of air pollution on health has been a modern concern since the 
London fog incident in 1952 where more than 4,000 people died due to air 
contamination (Brimblecombe and Makra 2005). Among other pollutants, PMio is 
of great concern. According to the EPA’s definition, PMio is solid particles and 
liquid droplets that are less than 10 micrometers (10pm) in aerodynamic diameter 
which can be inhaled and accumulated into the respiratory system (US EPA, 
2006a).
Particulate matter smaller than 10 microns (PMio) is hazardous for human 
health because it can get entrained in the lungs and provoke or worsen 
respiratory problems such as asthma and bronchitis, and can even increase 
death rates.
Several studies have evaluated the direct effects of fine particulates on health 
problems and mortality (Schwartz et al 1993; Dockery et al 1993). Schwartz et al 
1993, found a highly significant (p < 0.005) relationship between PMio 
concentrations and hospital asthma admissions. Freitas et al 2004, showed that 
a PMio concentration increase of 10 pg/m^ was correlated to an increase of 1.1% 
in the death rate of the elderly and an increase of 1.3% on hospital admissions
1
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due to respiratory diseases in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Particulate matter smaller than 
2.5 micrometers has also been deeply studied because its’ very small diameter 
presents a greater hazard potential for human health. A health study conducted 
from 1982 to 1989 in all 50 states of U.S. showed that 8.0 deaths/year/100,000 
persons are associated with each 1 pg/m^ increase in the concentration of fine 
particulate (PM2 .5) (Pope et al 1995).
The Clean Air Act of 1970 and subsequent amendments through 1990, 
require the EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS) to set 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards for pollutants considered harmful to 
public health. The EPA’s standards for PM10 concentrations are 50 pg/m^ for the 
annual arithmetic mean and 150 pg/m^ for the 24-hour average, not be exceeded 
more than once per year (US EPA, 2006b). Figure 1.1 shows the counties that 
were designated in PM10 nonattainment as of 2005 (US EPA, 2006c).
As represented in Figure 1.1, Clark County, Nevada is designated as a 
“serious nonattainment area ” for PM10. According to the Clark County 
Department of Air Quality and Environmental Management (DAQEM) the Las 
Vegas metropolitan area is showing attainment for the annual standard, but is 
exceeding the 24-hour EPA’s standards (U S EPA 2003) as of 2001. In 2002 the 
annual standard was exceeded as shown in Figure 1.2 (the red line is the EPA’s 
annual standard concentration). Recent reports show a decline on the number of 
violations, with one “hazardous” Air Quality Index (AQI) in 2005 and one 
“unhealthy ” plus one “very unhealthy” in 2004, as shown in Table 1.1. Table 1.2 
shows a summary of the exceedances per year in Clark County.
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Figure 1.1 Nonattainment Counties in U.S. by September 29, 2005
Counties Designated Nonattainment for PM-10
Clark County
Classification 
I I Moderate
Classification colors are shown for whole counties and 
denote the highest area classification that the county is in
Source; US EPA website^ http://www.epa.gov/oar/oaqps/greenbk/mappm10.html
In order to comply with Clean Air Act regulations, the Clark County DAQEM 
prepared and submitted a State Implementation Plan (SIP) for PMio which 
described the actions to be implemented to reduce the PMio concentrations. In 
1998 the major three sources of PMio for the 24-hour valley-wide emissions were 
defined. The biggest sources are non-anthropogenic wind blown emissions from 
vacant land accounting for 45% of the emissions, followed by construction with 
37%, and paved roads, 13%, as shown on Table 1.3. Paved road emissions are 
the third largest emission contributor to the emissions inventory.
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Figure 1.2 High Volume PMio Annual Mean of All Stations for Clark 
County Ambient Concentrations through 2002.
Line Shows EPA Annual Standard
ta 40
=  30
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000  2001 2002
YEAR
Source; Adapted from Clark County DAQEM, 2003
Particulate matter from paved roads is generated by vehicles in the form of 
exhaust, brake and tire wear, resuspension of loose material, spillage of material, 
and trackout from unpaved roads and staging areas (when applicable). Figure 
1.3 shows paved road dust deposition and removal mechanisms. The 
aerodynamic shear created by vehicles displaces the deposited particles into the 
air (reentrainment).
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Table 1.1 PMio Exceedances in Clark County Since 2002 for 24-hour
Year Date Site ug/m^ AQI
2005 3/13/2005 Mesquite 308 Hazardous
2004 4/28/2004 Craig Road 177 Unhealthy
5/11/2004 Craig Road 283 Very Unhealthy
2/2/2003 Joe Neal 217
Very Unhealthy
Craig Road 230 Very Unhealthy
7/4/2003 J.D Smith 189 Unhealthy
Craig Road 220 Very Unhealthy
10/29/2003
Green Valley 
Joe Neal
156
159
Unhealthy
Unhealthy
Microscale 158 Unhealthy
2003 Apex 348 Hazardous
Boulder City 271 Very Unhealthy
Craig Road 216 Very Unhealthy
10/30/2003
Green Valley 
J.D. Smith
191
162
Unhealthy
Unhealthy
Joe Neal 346 Hazardous
Mesquite 254 Very Unhealthy
J.D. Smith Hi-Vol 273 Very Unhealthy
2002 1/10/2002 Joe Neal 204 Very Unhealthy
2/28/2002 Mesquite 184 Unhealthy
City Center 197 Unhealthy
3/1/2002
Joe Neal 268 Very Unhealthy
J.D. Smith 211 Very Unhealthy
Microscale 179 Unhealthy
Craig Road 335 Hazardous
3/13/2002
J.D. Smith 177 Unhealthy
Joe Neal 258 Very Unhealthy
East Sahara 180 Unhealthy
4/14/2002 Microscale 171 Unhealthy
4/15/2002 Apex 465 Hazardous
Boulder City 371 Hazardous
City Center 255 Very Unhealthy
Craig Road 535 Hazardous
E. Flamingo 358 Hazardous
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Year Date Site ug/m^ AQI
East Sahara 308 Hazardous
Green Valley 371 Hazardous
J.D. Smith 339 Hazardous
Jean 208 Very Unhealthy
Joe Neal 296 Unhealthy
Mesquite 413 Hazardous
Microscale 411 Hazardous
S.E. Valley 255 Very Unhealthy
Walter Johnson 158 Unhealthy
4/17/2002 Joe Neal 183 Unhealthy
7/10/2002 Green Valley 190 Unhealthy
7/13/2002 Mesquite 192 Unhealthy
7/14/2002 Mesquite 380 Hazardous
Apex 176 Unhealthy
Boulder City 168 Unhealthy
Craig Road 188 Unhealthy
Green Valley 185 Unhealthy
8/19/2002 J.D. Smith 168 Unhealthy
Joe Neal 172 Unhealthy
Microscale 163 Unhealthy
City Center 164 Unhealthy
East Sahara 163 Unhealthy
7/3/2002 J.D. Smith 150 UNH-SG^
Adapted from Clark County DAQEM website 
t  UNH-SG = Unliealtliy for sensitive groups
Table 1.2 PMiq 24-Hour Exceedances Summary in Clark County
Year Exceedance Days Number of Stations with Exceedances
2002 12 14
2003 4 8
2004 2 1
2005 1 1
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Table 1.3 24-hour PM10 Major Emission Sources & Contributions (Total 
= 932 tons)
Source Contribution (%) Details
Vacant Land 45 Includes Stable & Unstable land
Construction 37 Includes Track Out & Wind Erosion
Paved Road Dust 13
Unpaved Road Dust 4
Mobile 1 Includes Onroad, Off road, & Airports
Point < 1 Includes all permitted sources
Area < 1 Includes area-wide sources & small point sources
Source: Adapted from Clark County DAQEM, 2001
The PM10 SIP proposed control strategies for reducing emissions from 
paved road sources. Three actions were planned: street sweeping; street 
improvements (curbing, paving unpaved shoulders, etc); and controlling the 
transport of dust from unpaved lots onto the paved roadway network (using 
control measures such as wheel shakers at construction sites, and washing at 
entry and exit points).
An EPA approved methodology was applied to study PM10 emission from 
paved roads. The AP-42 method describes the techniques by which samples 
should be collected, analyzed and used to calculate the Emission Factors (U.S 
EPA 1995). The US EPA AP-42 methods are described in Appendices A & B.
The US EPA report states that the values of silt loading are "... dependent 
upon traffic characteristics (speed, ADT, and fraction of heavy vehicles); road 
characteristics (curb, number of lanes, parking lanes); local land use (agriculture, 
new residential construction) and regional/seasonal factors (snow/ice controls, 
wind blown dust)” (U.S. EPA 1995).
7
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Figure 1.3 Road Dust Deposition and Removal Processes
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ADT (average daily traffic) is considered “high” when at least 5,000 vehicles 
travel on the road per day, and is considered “low” when less than 5,000 vehicles 
travel on the road per day.
In order to categorize the roads according to its ADT, the U.S. Department of 
Transportation defined roadway types as; Local roads (ADT less than 5,000), 
Collector roads (ADT between 5,000 and 15,000), Minor arterial roads (ADT 
between 15,000 and 35,000), and Major arterial roads (ADT greater than 35,000) 
(Light 1998).
Additional studies have been carried-out in order to find a better model of
calculating and estimating the Emission Factor of a roadway. Abu-Allaban et al
8
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2003, applied a multi-lag regression approach to determine the emission rates for 
vehicles. They found their results effective to estimate high-speed tailpipe 
emission rates. Singh, 2002, also developed a model (MicrofacPM) to estimate 
the PM2.5 contribution from vehicles according to its category and source (brake 
wear, tire wear, tailpipe). Gertler et al 2000, assessed several sources of PM10 
and PM2.5 from the road surfaces in the United States. They affirm that 
geological material contributes to 60% of the PM10 composition and that the 
PM2.5 composition is relatively consistent and is dominated by sulfate of 
secondary origin and carbonaceous particles, which are emitted from the 
combustion process of the vehicles. They also described the composition of 
PM2 5 in the west as being different from the east with higher ammonium nitrate 
concentrations due to the agricultural regions.
Venkatram et al 1999, analyzed three different methods to infer emission from 
paved roads (mass balance calculations -  upwind/downwind measurements; 
dispersion models; tracer methods). They concluded that none of the methods 
accurately predicted or calculated the Emission Factor. They suggested that silt 
loading is a poor predictor of Emission Factor and that an on-board sampling of 
material would be the best mechanism to accurately measure Emission Factors 
from paved roads.
Kuhns et al 2001, developed a system to measure the resuspended dust 
while a vehicle is in motion. The Testing Re-entrained Aerosols Kinetic 
Emissions from Roads (TRAKER) consists of a vehicle equipped with particle 
sensors mounted behind the front tires of the vehicle and away from and in front
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of the tires (Etyemezian et a! 2003a). The difference between the two readings is 
related to the concentration of PM10 suspended by the vehicle’s shear.
The TRAKER was used to evaluate the effects of precipitation, wintertime 
road sanding, and street sweepers (Kuhns et al 2003) and the effects of speed, 
traffic volume, location, and season (Etyemezian et al 2003b) on PM10 road 
emissions in the Treasure Valley on Southwest Idaho. Their results show that 
the Emission Factors presented an exponential dependence on vehicle speed, 
that traffic volume has no separate effect on emission potential (because it is 
intimately correlated to traffic speed), and that summer emissions are higher than 
winter emissions (Etyemezian et al 2003b). They also found that “unpaved road 
emissions increased consistently with the number of days since the last rain”, 
that emissions temporarily increased after road sanding, with levels returning to 
their original values after a few hours, and that street sweeping with mechanical 
and vacuum sweepers did not reduce the emission potential (Etyemezian et al 
2003a). This last finding agrees with Chang et al 2005, who evaluated the 
effectiveness of street sweeping and washing for controlling ambient TSP (Total 
Suspended Particles). Their study showed that street sweeping did not provide a 
long lasting impact on ambient TSP, but street sweeping followed by washing 
provided an efficiency of about 30% on reduction of TSP.
1.2. Studv Obiectives
Clark County has been estimating paved road dust PM10 Emission Factors as 
part of its SIP monitoring since 1999. In late 2004, Clark County contracted with
10
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UNLV to conduct regular quarterly monitoring of AP-42 paved road dust 
Emission Factors and to evaluate historical changes and trends in AP-42 
Emission Factor data collected over the past six years.
At DRI’s suggestion (Etyemezian 2005), UNLV undertook efforts to compare 
paved road PM10 emissions measured with DRI’s Mini-PI-SWERL™ apparatus to 
AP-42 vacuumed silt fraction.
The objectives of this thesis are to document the PM10 paved road dust 
Emission Factors measured throughout the Las Vegas Valley, compare the data 
collected in 2005 with previous studies, and present the results of the 
comparison between AP-42 methods and the Mini-PI-SWERL™ method.
11
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS & METHODS
The AP-42 method consists of vacuuming the dust from a set of measured 
roadway surface areas, and sorting out the silt fraction using a #200 sieve. An 
equation developed from upwind and downwind studies of vehicles driving on 
paved roads is used to calculate the Emission Factor from the measured silt 
loading and an estimated vehicle weight. UNLV collected silt samples from 24 to 
26 sites in each of the three quarters of 2005.
The SWERL samplings consisted of using the Mini-PI-SWERL™ technology 
to measure real time emission rates in mg/min in each of the AP-42 sampled 
sites and compare it to applied aerodynamic shear. Twenty-two sites were 
sampled in the third quarter of 2005, and 8 sites were sampled in the fourth 
quarter of 2005.
The IRWIN test consisted of measuring the aerodynamic shear applied by the 
vacuum cleaner head using a plywood platform equipped with a sensor 
connected to a pressure transducer, which was connected to an oscilloscope.
12
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2.1. Materials 
For the AP-42 experiment, the following materials were used:
• 2 Hoover vacuum cleaners: 1 Wind Tunnel™ canister Plus, Model 
S3639; 1 Wind Tunnel™ Preferred, model S3641. Both 12 amp 
models
Hoover vacuum cleaner bags: type S, and type S allergen 
2 Coleman Powermate® generators, 120V, 60Hz, models 
PM0543000.17 and PM0543000.01 
TSI DustTrak™ Aerosol Monitor model 8520
1 Sunbeam scale model 78411, resolution 1 gram, capacity 2000 
grams
2 bottles of Rust-Oleum inverted marking paint, white 
Scotch 3M tapes #2026, beige and blue
Colored strings squares (10x10, 10x11, 10x12,10x13, 10x14,10x15 ft) 
2 Rubbermaid® Roughneck 50 gal containers 
1 Rubbermaid® Roughneck 31 gal container 
Reflective safety vests 
4 8x2x4 in bricks 
Power cord
Maytag filters for the vacuum cleaner: exhaust filter #34174012; 
secondary filter # 38765009 
Stretch wrap rolls of 5in x 1,000ft 
Plastic bags
13
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• 1 Dust pan and hand broom
• 1 Keson measuring tape 165ft
• Maytag floor brushes Model AG-SB
• Beam light, Star Minibar model No 9200HM
• Plastic money bag for broom collected dust
• Clasp envelops for used vacuum cleaner bags
For the Mini-PI-SWERL™ experiment, the following material was used:
• Mini-PI-SWERL™ -  built by Desert Research Institute (V. Etyemezian 
et al 2005)
• Control Box
• Laptop computer Dell Latitude CPX
• TSI DustTrak™ Aerosol Monitor model 8520
• Two 12V lead acid auto batteries
• Small connector for the batteries
• Power cable connecting batteries to control box
• Cable connecting control box to DustTrak
• Cable connecting control box to laptop
• Cable connecting control box to Mini-PI-SWERL™
• Hose connecting Mini-PI-SWERL™ to DustTrak
• Colored string square (10’ X 10’)
• 2 pink strings of 10 ft length with paper clips on the edges 
For the Irwin sensor test, the following material was used:
14
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• Hoover vacuum cleaner, Wind Tunnel™ canister Plus, model S3639, 
12 amp
• Hoover vacuum cleaner Wind Tunnel™ Preferred, model S3641, 12 
amp
• Hoover vacuum cleaner Powermate™, Deluxe, 9 amp
• 1 new Maytag floor brush Model AG-SB
• 3 worn Maytag floor brushes Model AG-SB
• Plywood platform 4 foot by 8 foot
• Irwin test apparatus (sensor on the plywood platform connected to a
pressure transducer which is connected to a INSTEK GDS-820C 
oscilloscope).
• 1 Hoover vacuum cleaner bag type S
• 1 Hoover vacuum cleaner bag type S, pre-used
2.2. Site Selection 
Sampling sites were selected according to their classification as Local, 
Collector or Minor arterial, and their geographic location. Sites in both the 
northern and southern parts of the Las Vegas Valley were selected for each 
roadway classification. For 2001-2004 sampling about 10 sites were routinely 
used. After the project was contracted with UNLV in 2005, 14 more sites were 
added. In the fourth quarter of 2005, 2 more sites were included, and the 
sampling location of one was changed with the objective of complying with
15
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DAQEM’s mobile technologies study. Table 2.1 shows the roadway sites 
sampled in 2005.
For the purpose of this report, sites will be referred to only by the name. For 
sites numbered between 001 and 027, the name will be that of nearest major 
intersection.
Figure 2.1 shows the approximate locations of sites sampled in 2005.
16
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Table 2.1 Sampled Sites in 2005
UNLV Site 
Number
Quarters
Sampled
Site Name (Nearest 
Intersection) Classification
001 1 3 4 Gowan & Kidd-Coleman Collector
002 1 3 4 Marion & Diamond Head Collector
003 1 3 4 Daywood & Quailbush Local
004 1 3 4 Emerald Stone & Sapphire Light Local
005 1 3 4 Washburn & Donna Collector
006 1 3 4 Ann Rd & San Mateo Minor arterial
007 1 3 4 Hacienda & Polaris Minor arterial
008 1 3 4 Maryland & Westminster Minor arterial
009 1 3 4 Duneville & El Parque Local
010 1 3 4 Gowan & El Capitan Collector
O il 1 3 4 Durango & Craig Minor arterial
012 1 3 4 Losee & Craig Minor arterial
013 1 3 4 Hardin & Eastern Local
013 A 1 3 4 Richmar & Goldhill^ Local
014 1 3 4 Norridgewock & Evergold Local
015 1 3 4 Coral Sea & lone Collector
016 1 3 4 Valle Verde & Wigwam Minor arterial
017 1 3 4 Silver Springs & Spring Hills Minor arterial
018 1 3 4 Maryland & Pyle Minor arterial
019 1 3 4 Armacost & Calmar Local
020 1 3 4 Pecos & Wigwam Minor arterial
021 1 3 4 Crestdale & Covington Cross Collector
022 1 3 4 Hillpointe & Rampart Collector
023 1 3 4 Burkholder & Cabrillo Collector
024 1 3 4 Pabco & Liverpool Collector
025 3 Sam Boyd Stadium* Local
026 4 Gowan & Goldfield Collector
027 4 Aspen Glow & Warm Walnut Local
 ̂-  Hardin & Eastern is closed to public access since May of 2005. Richmar & Goldhill was 
chosen to be its substitute, since it is a Local road with the same characteristics, and close to the 
original one.
* -  Sam Boyd was sampled as the first site on the second quarter of 2005 with the purpose of 
training the UNLV team.
17
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Figure 2.1 Sites Sampled in 2005
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2.3. Site Scheduling 
Site scheduling plans were developed according to three main parameters: 
last rain date and location, location of the sites, and type of road.
18
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The last rain date and location were obtained to decide the specific area in 
the Valley that was not affected by the rain. The websites from Clark County 
Regional Flood Control District (http://www.ccrfcd.org/rainmaps.htm) and U. S. 
Geological Survey (http://waterdata.usqs.qov/nv/nwis/current/?tvpe=precip) were 
constantly consulted in order to study when and where it had rained and the 
volume of the precipitation. Sites were selected where rain had not fallen for at 
least 72 hours. The National Weather Service website 
(http://www.wrh.noaa.qov/vef/) was also consulted for weather forecast, which 
allowed the sites to be scheduled in advance.
Since two or three sites were sampled each day, scheduling favored places in 
close proximity to each other, so long hours in traffic could be avoided. This way, 
the Henderson sites wére scheduled to be sampled on the same day. The same 
strategy was followed for the North Las Vegas sites and the Summerlin sites.
The type of road would determine the time each site would be sampled.
Local streets were preferentially sampled after 9:00 am, so the residents would 
not be disturbed by the noisy generators. The sampling of Minor arterials was 
avoided as much as possible around 7:00 in the morning or after 1:00pm, due to 
the potential interference of traffic during rush hour.
After evaluating all these parameters, a table was developed, with the five 
days of the week, the name of the sites selected, the UNLV number, rain gauge 
numbers (closest to each site), and the day and time selected for each site. The 
time consisted of two columns: one was the time that the UNLV team would be at 
the site (usually starting at 8:00am in the first site, 11:00am in the second site.
19
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and 1:00pm in the third site). The other column was the time TCS (Traffic 
Control Services) was requested to be in each site. The TCS team was 
requested to be at the site 30 minutes before the UNLV team to set up 
barricades, and to tear-down the barricade 4 hours after the set-up. The four- 
hour window was used to account for unexpected delays due to equipment 
failure. Table 2.2 shows an example of a barricade scheduling.
Table 2.3 shows the calendar days each site was sampled during the year of 
2005. The first quarter sampling was conducted on 11 sampling days from 
February 15 to March 12, 2005. The third quarter sampling was conducted on 15 
sampling days from July 28 to August 30, 2005. Fourth quarter sampling was 
conducted on 10 sampling days from November 1 to November 22, 2005.
The barricade scheduling was sent to Mr. Russ Merle from DAQEM who 
forwarded the requests to TCS. In case of any rain or unexpected difficulty, Mr. 
Merle would be advised so the schedule could be cancelled or revised.
20
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Table 2.2 Barricade Scheduling Example
UNLV -  TCS Scheduling request to Russ Merle, 455-1662 
Clark County Department of Air Quality & Environmental Management (DAQEM) 
TCS scheduling contact: Kelly 227-6667 
AP-42 Paved-Road Silt Study UNLV -  4*” quarter 
Site Priority Sampling Schedule for the period of November 01 -  04, 2005
Sampling Site 
Location
Nearest 
CCRFOD 
Station #
UNLV Site 
ID#
Date of TCS, inc. 
Set-Ups/Tear-Down 
Support Needed
TCS, inc.
Set-Up
NLT
UNLV Team AP- 
42 Sampling 
Time
TCS, inc.
Tear-Down
NLT
Comments
Gowan & El 
Capitan 4079 010 11-01-05 7:30am 8:00am 11:30am Collector
Durango & 
Craig 4279 o i l 11-01-05 10:30am 11:00am 2:30pm Arterial
Ann & San 
Mateo 4079 006 11-01-05 1:30pm 2:00pm 4:30pm Arterial
Gowan & 
Goldfield 027 11-03-05 7:30am 8:00am 11:30am Collector
Gowan & Kidd- 
Coleman 001 11-03-05 10:30am 11:00am 2:30pm Collector
Daywood & 
Quailbush
Crestdale S of
Covington
Cross
Hillpointe W of 
Rampart 
Aspen Glow & 
Warm Walnut
42241 
4214/ 4219
003
021
022
026
11-03-05
11-04-05
11-04-05
11-04-05
1:30pm
7:30am
10:30am
1:30pm
2:00pm
8:00am
11:00am
2:00pm
4:30pm
11:30am
2:30pm
4:30pm
Local -  not done due 
to barricade 
restrictions
Collector
Collector
Local
Table 2.3 Sampling Calendar, 2005
Day Quarter Site
2/15/05 10
Gowan & Kidd-Coleman 
Marion & Diamond Head
2/16/05 10
Daywood & Quailbush 
Emerald Stone & Sapphire Light
2/17/05 10
Washburn & Donna 
Ann Rd & San Mateo
3/01/05 10
Hacienda & Polaris 
Maryland & Westminster
3/02/05 10
Duneville & El Parque 
Gowan & El Capitan
3/03/05 10
Durango & Craig 
Losee & Craig
Eastern & Hardin
3/04/05 10 Norridgewock & Evergold 
Coral Sea & lone
3/09/05 10
Valle Verde & Wigwam 
Silver Springs & Spring Hills
Maryland & Pyle
3/10/05 10 Armacost & Calmar 
Pecos & Wigwam
3/11/05 10
Crestdale & Covington Cross 
Hillpointe & Rampart
3/12/05 10
Burkholder & Cabrillo 
Pabco & Liverpool
7/28/05 30 Maryland & Westminster
7/29/05 30 Hacienda & Polaris
8/01/05 30 Pabco & Liverpool
8/02/05 30
Maryland & Pyle 
Coral Sea & lone
8/04/05
8/05/05
3Q
3Q
Gowan & Kidd-Coleman 
Ann Rd & San Mateo 
Daywood & Quailbush
22
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Day Quarter Site
Washburn & Donna
8/08/05 30
Burkholder & Cabrillo 
Valle Verde & Wigwam
8/09/05 30 Silver Springs & Spring Hills
8/12/05 30
Losee & Craig
Emerald Stone & Sapphire Light
8/18/05 30
Hillpointe & Rampart 
Crestdale & Covington Cross
8/19/05 30
Richmar & Goldhill 
Norridgewock & Evergold
8/22/05 30
Pecos & Wigwam 
Armacost & Calmar
8/23/05 30
Durango & Craig 
Gowan & El Capitan
8/24/05 30 Duneville & El Parque
8/30/05 30 Marion & Diamond Head
Ann Rd & San Mateo
11/01/05 40 Gowan & El Capitan 
Durango & Craig
11/03/05 40
Gowan & Kidd-Coleman 
Gowan & Goldfield
Crestdale & Covington Cross
11/04/05 40 Hillpointe &Rampart 
Aspen Glow & Warm Walnut
Emerald Stone & Sapphire Light
11/08/05 40 Washburn & Donna 
Losee & Craig
Silver Springs & Spring Hills
11/10/05 40 Armacost & Calmar 
Pecos & Wigwam
11/11/05
11/15/05
4Q
40
Valle Verde & Wigwam 
Burkholder & Cabrillo 
Richmar & Goldhill
23
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Day Quarter Site
Norridgewock & Evergold
Coral Sea & lone
Hacienda & Polaris
11/17/05 40 Maryland & Westminster 
Maryland & Pyle
11/18/05 40
Marion & Diamond Head 
Duneville & El Parque
11/22/05 40
Daywood & Ouailbush 
Pabco & Liverpool
2.4. Sample Plot Delineation 
Three vacuuming plots were laid out on a 150 ft section of the barricaded lane 
at each site. The plots were rectangles of 10 ft along the direction of the road, 
and varied in width depending on the width of the travel lane. The plots were 
separated from each other in order to cover the entire 150 ft length of the 
barricaded zone.
Sets of colored strings were put together in order to facilitate the work in the 
field. Each set consisted of a rectangle where two opposite sides were green 
and measured 10 ft, and the other sides were pink and measured 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, or 15 ft. Four bricks were placed on the corners of the future plot. The 
corresponding string was placed around the four bricks, making a rectangle. The 
green side was always along the direction of the travel lane and the pink side 
was placed across the road. The squares were delineated with tape that was 
laid adjacent to the string, defining the plot vacuum zone. The bricks and string 
were then removed from the taped plot, and moved to prepare the next 
rectangle. Masking tape was chosen instead of white paint, so that the plots
24
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wouldn’t get contaminated with paint particulates. The tape was removed at the 
end of the sampling. Extra care was taken to not step inside of the plots in order 
to avoid contamination with dust from the workers’ shoes. Generators were 
placed outside the plots near the pavement boundary. A fire extinguisher was 
placed close to the generators for safety reasons.
During the third quarter sampling of 2005, the plots were marked with white 
paint on both lower corners (nearest to the curb) on the asphalt, so the plots 
could be found the following quarter, and the sampling could be performed in 
exactly the same place as the previous quarter. With exception of a few sites, 
the white marks could be located in the fourth quarter of 2005, which helped the 
work of laying the plots.
DAQEM requested the UNLV team include two extra plots at each site during 
the fourth quarter sampling of 2005. These plots where vacuumed using the AP- 
42 method, but the samples were analyzed for chemical spéciation, instead of 
sieved. To prepare the extra two plots, blue tape was laid between the AP-42 
rectangles.
2.5. AP-42 Silt Recoverv
Each plot was split in three subsections using two sets of strings with gravel- 
filled cans attached to the ends. The strings crossed the plot without touching 
the ground as shown on Figure 2.2. The first two vacuum passes were 
transverse to the street, and the last two were longitudinal to the street. Figure 
2.3 shows the plot’s division scheme.
25
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Figure 2.4 shows a schematic layout of the vacuum Hoover canister vacuum 
cleaner. Vacuum filters were replaced when visually loaded with silt. Sampling 
started by weighing the empty vacuum cleaner bag. The tared bag was then 
installed in the vacuum clener, the generator started,a nd the vacuum cleaner 
moved to the first plot. The vacuuming started at the bottom or at the top of the 
left or right lane of the square, never on the middle one. Two passes (one going 
and one coming) were performed to the farthest distance we could reach without 
stepping inside the plot. This was done in the whole width of the first lane of the 
rectangle (blue solid area). Then, the vacuumed area could be stepped on, and 
the next one (magenta checkers area) was vacuumed without stepping any 
further (so a non-vacuumed area wouldn’t get contaminated). This process was 
carried out for the three lanes, then vacuum direction was changed to be in same 
direction as traffic flow, and the process repeated.
No strings were used on the chemical spéciation plots and only two passes 
were completed.
The vacuum cleaner bags were weighed after vacuuming each plot. At the 
end of the sampling, the final weight was written down on the bag, on the site 
sheet and on a large 10” x 13” envelope. The bag was then wrapped in 
polyethylene film several times around the opening to make sure it was sealed. 
The bag was placed in the envelope which was labeled with the site number, 
date and weight of the bag before and after the vacuuming. The site envelopes 
were sent to a contracted geotechnical laboratory (Geotechnical and 
Environmental Services of Las Vegas (GES); Ninyo & Moore) in two batches
26
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(one in the middle and the other at the end of the sampling cycle). GES or Ninyo 
& Moore sieved the samples according to EPA’s AP-42 methods (Appendix B), 
recorded the mass of the silt fraction, and the results were sent to DAQEM, 
where they were forwarded to Dr. Dave James at UNLV.
Figure 2.2 Strings Splitting the AP-42 Plot
i l  .
To evaluate the potential influence of rain on the road dust Emission Factor, a
rain simulation was performed on six sites in the third quarter of 2005. A fourth
10 x10' plot was laid downslope from the AP-42 plots to avoid water
contamination on the AP^2 plots. Before starting the AP-42 vacuuming, 9.3
liters of water, corresponding to a 1mm rainfall depth, were evenly distributed
throughout the rain simulation plot using a garden watering can. The water ran
off and evaporated while the team was sampling the AP-42 plots and when the
27
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asphalt was completely dry (after the AP-42 sampling was finished), the rain 
simulation plot was vacuumed using the same methods as described above.
Figure 2.3 Plot Divisions’ Scheme
Across 
street on 
first and 
second 
passes
Along street on third 
>• and fourth passes top
lane 3 lane 2 lane 3 lane 2lane 1 lane 1i L
Chemical
Spéciation*
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strings
‘Chemical Spéciation was performed in third quarter 2005
Figure 2.4 Vacuum Cleaner Sketch
Exhaust Filter
Air flow path
Bag
Bare floor tool
Secondary Filter
Statistical analyzes were performed on the data obtained from 2005 and 
historical data since 1999. The geometric means were used instead of arithmetic 
means because log-transformations were needed to stabilize the variance and to 
reduce the impact of a few large values.
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During data quality control checks an error was found in one reported GES 
third quarter 2005 silt mass. The value was higher at least by a factor of 10 for 
the site UNLV 003, Daywood & Quailbush). UNLV total mass was used to 
calculate silt loading for this site.
2.6. Mini-PI-SWERL™ Test 
The Mini-PI-SWERL™ (Portable In-Situ Wind ERosion Lab) equipment, 
developed by the Desert Research Institute, consists of one Dell Latitude laptop 
running Windows 2000, one control box, 2 batteries, one DustTrak and an open 
bottom cylindrical chamber (30 cm internal diameter and 20 cm internal height) 
equipped with a fan and an annular blade (Figure 2.5). This blade is on the 
bottom of the chamber and rotates 5.2 centimeters from the ground surface. The 
fan is equipped with a filter to introduce clean air into the chamber. A TSI 
DustTrak model 8520 is used to measure the PMio concentration mobilized by 
aerodynamic shear generated by the blade’s rotation. The blade rotation is 
controlled by a computer according to a prescribed cycle (V. Etyemezian et al 
2005). Figure 2.6 shows an exterior picture of the Mini-PI-SWERL™.
To set-up the Mini-PI-SWERL™ testing, one 10’ x 10’ plot was laid out next to 
the truck so the batteries that provide energy to the Mini-PI-SWERL™ could 
remain inside the truck. Just like the vacuuming plot set-up, a 10’ x 10’ squared 
string was laid around 4 bricks and the corners adjusted to make it square. This 
10’ X 10’ square was then virtually split into 25 2’ x 2’ squares. The string square
29
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contains marks every two feet to show the spaces where the smaller squares 
should be. Figure 2.7 shows the plot division.
Figure 2.5 Mini-PI-SWERL™’s Annular Blade
■ :
Blade
Using random number generation from a Casio model fx-260 solar calculator 
five squares were chosen for the sampling, so five separate runs could be 
performed (six runs were performed on the first four sites of the second quarter 
of 2005). The equipment was set up according to a specific order detailed by G. 
Nikolich from DRI. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic of the Mini-PI-SWERL™ set­
up.
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Figure 2.6 Mini-Pi-SWERL™’s Exterior
Foam   »
seal
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Figure 2.7 Mini-PI-SWERL™ Sampling Plot Division
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Figure 2.8 Mini-PI-SWERL™ Setup
Mini-PI-
SWERL™
Batteries
Laptop
DustTrak
Contre!
box
The virtual squares were formed using two sets of strings running transverse 
and longitudinal to the traffic direction. The Mini-PI-SWERL™ was placed on the 
first chosen square, the run performed and then moved on the next square.
Figure 2.9 shows a typical picture of the Mini-PI-SWERL™ placed on one square 
(the dashed lines show the plot division into squares).
The Mini-PI-SWERL™ test was performed in 22 out of the 24 sites in the third 
quarter of 2005, and 8 out of 26 sites on the fourth quarter of 2005. During the 
third quarter, one site was not sampled because the team was having difficulties 
using the equipment, and the other because of lack of space. During the fourth 
quarter the small number of sites sampled was due to a shortage of personnel.
The RPM cycles on the third quarter 2005 varied on the first six sites. The 
experiment started with three sets of two different RPM steps, totaling to six runs. 
The first three runs were performed using steps of 500 RPM going from 0 to 
5000 RPM. The last three runs were performed using steps of 1000 RPM, also 
going from 0 to 5000 RPM. The 500 RPM step runs were presenting a peak at 
the start of the 4000 RPM step. This peak was suggested to be causing early 
depletion of the PMio source and the team, together with G. Nikolich, decided to 
abandon the 500 RPM step cycle. An alternative was chosen with the purpose of
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having longer runs (the 1000 RPM steps cycle contained only 5 steps): a mixed 
run where 1000 RPM steps were used from 0 to 3000 RPM and then, 500 RPM 
steps were used from 3000 to 5000 RPM. This run also presented the peak after 
the start of the 4000 RPM step and was also abandoned. The team decided 
then to use only the 1000 RPM step program sequence.
Figure 2.9 Mini-PI-SWERL™ Sampling
2.7. Irwin Test
The Inwin test was performed in DRI’s lab with the assistance of G. Nikolich. 
The equipment consisted of a plywood platform containing a sensor probe 
connected to a pressure transducer that is connected to an oscilloscope. Figure
33
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2.10 shows a sketch of the apparatus and Figure 2.11 shows the Irwin sensor on 
the testing platform.
Figure 2.10 Irwin Sensor Test Apparatus
Sensor
Plywood
Cables OscilloscopePressuretransducer
The objective of the test is to measure the aerodynamic shear applied to its 
sensor. The shear is measured by the following equation:
T = p Au/ Az Equation 2
where:
X = shear in N/m^
p = air viscosity, 1.8*10'® N-s/m^ (at T = 25°C)
Au = difference in air velocity (m/s)
Az = difference in height (m)
The air velocity is measured on the top of the sensor and on the bottom. The 
measured difference is then the Au.
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Figure 2.11 Irwin Testing Platform and Sensor
TT vLd I j
guide rail i |
: i i f : i i i )
I I
, Shear 
* Sensor
Distance numbers
The wood guide rail on the top secures the vacuum cleaner head and assures 
that the vertical position of the head will not change. The numbers mark the 
horizontal position of the head relative to the shear sensor. Table 2.4 shows the 
equivalence in millimeters of each marker.
The test started with the left side of the head on position 0, and after each 
reading the head was moved to the next position (using steps of 2, about 10 mm, 
or 7, about 35 mm). The experiments consisted of placing the vacuum cleaner 
head over the sensor which was connected to the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope 
displayed the values in real time on a computer screen. Due to reading 
fluctuations during each run, the values at each head position were read during
35
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60 seconds, and the lowest and the highest observed numbers were selected to 
determine a range of shear values for each head position.
The Irwin tests were conducted in several configurations. Table 2.5 shows 
the combinations tested. A bag was filled with 130g of dust from the parking lot 
of UNLV to test the dirty bag dependence. “Slot” is the vertical position of the 
sensor throughout the head. “Fine profile” means the horizontal displacement 
was performed in steps of 2 (about 10mm). “Coarse profile” means the 
horizontal displacement was performed in steps of 7 (about 35 mm).
Figure 2.12 shows a picture of the test being performed. Instrument cases 
from DRI’s lab were used to secure the vacuum cleaner wand at different wand 
angles. The angle shown in the picture is 45 degrees, when the front slot was 
being tested.
The angles were calculated by measuring the height from the wood platform 
to the part on the wand touching the supporting instrument cases, and the 
distance from that point to the part of the head touching the floor. The test angle 
is shown in Figure 2.12.
A series of tests were performed in the lab to analyze the effects of varying 
aerodynamic shear on soil recovery. To carry out these tests, approximately 9 
kilograms of soil was acquired from the construction site next to the UNLV 
engineering building. This soil was sieved through a stack of 12” sieve pans with 
mesh #10, #16, #18, #30, #65 and #200 (which capture particles larger than 
2mm, 1.19mm, 1mm, 590pm, 230pm, 75pm, respectively). The silt that passed
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through the # 200 mesh (< 75 pm) was collected and used in the tests. About 
60g of silt smaller than 75 microns was captured.
Table 2.4 Irwin Test Markers and Their Respective Length
Position on Irwin sensor Corresponding distance from left edge
(mm)
0 0
2 11.5
4 21.1
6 30.9
8 41.0
10 51.6
12 61.8
14 71.7
16 81.7
18 91.7
20 101.6
22 111.8
24 122.5
26 131.6
28 141.7
30 151.7
32 162.3
34 171.8
36 182.2
38 192.3
40 201.7
42 212.3
A 1 m by 1 m plot was laid on a smooth concrete lab floor using 3M Scotch 
masking tape. The lab floor was chosen because recovery pattern could be 
viewed better than on plain asphalt. To know the exact amount of dirt applied on
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the floor, a small pie pan was used to contain the silt and weigh it to ± 0.01 g 
using an OHAUS Explorer balance. The silt was then transferred to the sieve 
pan mesh # 200 to distribute the dust evenly across the square. After all the silt 
was distributed, the pie pan and the sieve pan were weighed, to calculate how 
much of the original silt got trapped on the pans and how much was applied to 
the floor.
Two different tests were performed. The first, static test used only a fourth of 
the plot and its objective was to find the difference on the shear pattern produced 
by a new head versus a worn head. A silt loading of 60g/m^ was necessary to 
produce a distinct visible layer of silt. Placing the vacuum cleaner head on a 
selected area, the vacuum cleaner was ran for 2 seconds and was turned off 
without moving the head. The head was removed, leaving a pattern on the floor, 
and the bag was weighed. This test was repeated 10 times, alternating between 
new and worn heads. Figure 2.13 shows the plot ready for the test. Worn head 
#1 was chosen among the other worn heads because Irwin tests showed the 
greatest difference in shear compared to the new head. The last five runs were 
carried out using consistent wand angle, by always keeping the handle at the 
same height. Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show the worn head static test before and 
after the run.
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Table 2.5 Irwin Sensor Test Combinations
Vacuum Bag Head Slot WandAngles
Longitudinal
profile
Blue 12 amp Clean Worn #1 Front 45.6 Fine
Blue 12 amp Clean New Front 45.6 Fine
38
Blue 12 amp Clean New Front
45.6 
52.1
56.6
Coarse
38
Blue 12 amp Clean Worn #1 Front
45.6 
52.1
56.6
Coarse
38
Blue 12 amp Clean New Back 52.1
56.6
Coarse
Blue 12 amp Clean New Back 45.6 Fine
38
Blue 12 amp Clean Worn #1 Back 52.1
56.6
Coarse
Blue 12 amp Clean Worn #1 Back 45.6 Fine
Blue 12 amp Dirty New Back 45.6 Fine
Blue 12 amp Dirty Worn #1 Back 45.6 Fine
Blue 12 amp Clean Worn #2 Back 45.6 Fine
Blue 12 amp Clean Worn #3 Back 45.6 Fine
Blue 9 amp Clean Wom #1 Back 45.6 Coarse
Blue 9 amp Clean New Back 45.6 Coarse
Black 12 amp Clean New Back 45.6 Coarse
Black 12 amp Clean Worn #1 Back 45.6 Coarse
Blue 12 amp Clean New Back 45.6 Coarse
Blue 12 amp Clean Worn #1 Back 45.6 Coarse
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Figure 2.12 Typical Set-up of the Irwin Sensor Test
I
Height
Lenqth
The objective of the second, dynamic test was to measure the difference in 
recovery between the new and worn heads, and the recovery for each pass. A 
silt loading of 20 g/m^ was chosen. Five swaths (side-by-side) were necessary to 
cover the entire square. During the first recovery experiment using the new 
head, the vacuum cleaner bag was weighed after each pass (3 from bottom to 
top and 2 from top to bottom) in an attempt to find a correlation between recovery 
and direction of pass. The bag was weighed after each swath during the first
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recovery pass with the new head. After that it was weighed following the end of 
each recovery pass. Four recovery passes were performed for each head.
Figure 2.13 Plot for Static Stud
During the worn head test, the bag was weighed only after each recovery. 
Figure 2.16 shows the results of a partially completed test performed with the 
new head. The gray area on the left shows the three swaths already performed, 
and the white area on the right shows the two swaths left to run.
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Figure 2.14 Static test, Worn Head Before Run
Figure 2.15 Static Test, Worn Head After Run
« s Area 
affected 
by the 
suction
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2.16 Total Recovery Test, New Head after the Third Pass
2.8. Site Documentation 
Tests at the field sites were documented with digital still photos taken in each 
compass direction (N, E, 8, and W) and with a 360 degrees MPEG video. 
Whenever necessary, pictures of the surface of the road were also taken.
Figures 2.17 to Figure 2.22 show an example of the photographic documentation 
of one site.
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Figure 2.17 Washburn & Donna Facing North
Figure 2.18 Washburn & Donna Facing East
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Figure 2.19 Washburn & Donna Facing South
Figure 2.20 Washburn & Donna Facing West
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Figure 2.21 Washburn & Donna Sampling Plots
Figure 2.22 Washburn & Donna Road Surface Detail
- • f ■flBw. "% -«raW-' ^  t  %*. "i ̂
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Digital photos of each run were taken for the Mini-PI-SWERL™ sampling. 
The next five photos (Figure 2.23 to Figure 2.27) documents the Mini-PI- 
SWERL™ runs at one sampling site.
& Spring Hills 1000 RPM Steps Run 12.23 Silvers
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Figure 2.24 Silver Springs & Spring Hills 1000 RPM Steps Run 2
>v-- r
Figure 2.25 Silver Springs & Spring Hills 1000 RPM Steps Run 3
f'&rÙki '
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Figure 2.26 Silver Springs & Spring Hills 1000 RPM Steps Run 4
Figure 2.27 Silver Springs & Spring Hills 1000 RPM Steps Run 5
■ r
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CHAPTER 3
AP-42 EMISSION FACTOR RESULTS
3.1. Lab versus Field Silt Mass Differences 
The total mass reported by the soils laboratory for each sample was usually 
lower than the total mass measured by the UNLV team in the field. For the year 
2005, the soils laboratory average is 96.8% of the UNLV mass. Figure 3.1 
shows a plot of the two masses from the fourth quarter 2005.
A linear regression of the laboratory soil mass on UNLV soil mass provides a 
significant fit (p-value < 0.05) and a coefficient of determination (r )̂ of 0.9996, 
The regression equation is GES mass = 0.9925 x UNLV mass - 7.1261.
There are three possible reasons for this difference:
a) The UNLV total mass is a measure of the dust that is inside the 
vacuum cleaner bag. After it arrives at the soils laboratory, they 
transfer the dust to a different container. However some of the 
dust gets entrained in the bag pores and does not fall out of the 
bag during transfer, thus not being weighed in the lab,
b) Dust also gets entrained on the pores outside the bag because 
the bag compartment on the vacuum cleaner gets dusty during 
the sampling. This dust is weighed on the UNLV scale but not 
on the laboratory scale.
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c) Some of the dust can get attached to the film used to seal the
bag opening after the sampling. This dust would not be weighed 
at the soils laboratory after the seal is removed.
Figure 3.1 Soils Laboratory Total Mass versus UNLV Total Mass
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3.2. 2005 Emission Factors
The Emission Factor (EF) of each road site was calculated using the silt data 
obtained by the soils laboratory. Example data for first quarter 2005 are shown 
in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Data for the other quarters of 2005 are shown in 
Appendix C. The total mass and the silt fraction are the data reported by the 
soils laboratory. Silt loading is the product of total mass by the silt fraction 
divided by the sampled area. The AP-42 Emission Factor is calculated by 
Equation 1.
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Table 3.1 
2005
Local Roads Silt Loading and Emission Factor, First Quarter
Site
Name
Total
Mass
(g)
Silt
Fraction
(%)
Silt
Mass
(g)
Area
sampled
(mf)
Silt
Loading
(g/m )̂
AP-42 EF 
(g/VMT)
Log
EF
Daywood 114 33.8 38.5 30.7 1.26E+00 5.19 0.72
Emerald
Stone 673.5 25.9 174.4 30.7 5.69E+00 14.19 1.15
Duneville
Hardin
Evergold
Armacost
520
1266.9
180.2
153.5
11.2
20.0
13.8
19.9
49.9 
253.4
24.9 
30.5
30.7 
27.9
41.8 
30.7
1.63E+00
9.09E+00
5.95E-01
9.96E-01
6.17
19.32
3.11
4.43
0.79
1.29
0.49
0.65
Mean of logs 
Stand dev of logs 
Geomean + std dev 
Geomean 
Geomean -  std dev
0.85
0.31
14.27
7.03
3.46
Tables 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 show quarterly data for each site according to the 
road classification. Table 3.7 shows a summary of geomean data for each road 
classification according to the quarter of 2005. Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show a 
bar chart with quarterly data for each site according to the road classification.
Table 3.7 shows that the third quarter 2005 results were significantly lower 
than first quarter for Local and Minor arterial (including Losee) roads. The table 
also shows the expected pattern of Local>Collector>Minor arterial for the fourth 
quarter, but a non-expected pattern of Local>Minor arterial>Collector for the first 
and third quarters. This exception can be explained due to the unusually high EF 
produced by the Losee site (Minor arterial) during the first quarter. The road was 
in process of resurfacing and presented extremely high silt loadings (26.9 g/m^). 
Figure 3.5 shows a picture of the road during the sampling of the first quarter.
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Besicles Losee’s unusual high Emission Factor, there are too many variables 
when calculating the Emission Factors and the difference on the third quarter 
between Minor arterial Emission Factor and Collector Emission Factor is too 
small to be significant.
Table 3.2 Collector Roads Silt Loading and Emission Factor, First 
Quarter 2005
Site Name
Total
Mass
(9)
Silt
Fraction
(%)
Silt
Mass
(g)
Area
sampled
(m=)
Silt
Loading
(g/m )̂
AP-42
EF
(gWMT)
Log
EF
Gowan 80.7 13.3 10.7 11.1 9.63E-01 4.33 0.64
Marion 68.3 36.5 24.9 33.4 7.45E-01 3.63 0.56
Washburn 550.1 29.4 161.7 33.4 4.84E+00 12.75 1.11
El Capitan 520.3 11.2 58.3 30.7 1.90E+00 6.85 0.84
lone 47.9 5.2 2.5 30.7 8.12E-02 0.70 -0.16
Crestdale 100 5.3 5.3 27.9 1.90E-01 1.37 0.14
Hillpointe 14.1 16.3 2.3 33.4 6.87E-02 0.60 -0.22
Burkholder 111 14.6 16.2 36.2 4.47E-01 2.55 0.41
Paboo 507.3 12.3 62.4 30.7 2.04E+00 7.17 0.86
Mean of logs 0.46
Stand dev of logs 0.46
Geomean + std dev 8.39
Geomean 2.90
Geomean -  std dev 1.00
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Table 3.3 Minor arterial Roads Silt Loading and Emission Factor,
Quarter 2005
First
Site Name
Total
Mass
(g)
Silt
Fraction
(%)
Silt
Mass
(g)
Area
sampled
(mf)
Silt AP-42 
Loading EF 
(g/m )̂ (gA/MT)
Log
EF
Ann 1004.4 18.9 189.8 41.8 4.54E+00 12.23 1.09
Hacienda 1298.4 4.4 57.1 39.0 1.46E+00 5.75 0.76
Maryland & 
Westminster 1469.4 5.3 77.9 33.4 2.33E+00 7.85 0.89
Durango 484.6 27.9 135.2 33.4 4.04E+00 11.32 1.05
Losee 10849.6 7.6 824.6 30.7 2.69E+01 39.32 1.59
Valle Verde 50.1 23.0 11.5 30.7 3.76E-01 2.25 0.35
Silver
Springs 186.5 17.0 31.7 30.7 1.03E+00 4.54 0.66
Maryland & 
Pyle 369.7 11.0 40.7 33.4 1.22E+00 5.07 0.71
Pecos 156.5 7.2 11.3 33.4 3.37E-01 2.08 0.32
Mean of logs 0.82
Stand dev of logs 0.39
Geomean + std dev 16.57
Geomean 6.68
Geomean -  std dev 2.69
Table 3.4 Local Roads, AP-42 Emission Factor (g/VMT)
Site Name 1®* quarter quarter 4**' quarter
Quailbush 5.19 1.23 3.52
Sapphire Light 14.19 3.20 11.59
Duneville 6.18 1.38 2.14
Hardin 19.32 N/A N/A
Richmar N/A 1.10 0.72
Evergold 3.11 5.78 5.70
Armacost 4.43 1.67 2.08
Aspen Glow N/A N/A 3.67
Lower 95% Conf Lim 3.93 1.15 1.63
Geomean 7.03 1.96 3.10
Upper 95% Conf Lim 12.59 3.36 5.89
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Table 3.5 Collector Roads, AP-42 Emission Factor (gA/MT)
Site Name 1®* quarter 3"* quarter 4**' quarter
Gowan 4.32 1.16 6.73
Marion 3.63 0.43 0.66
Washburn 12.75 10.37 4.22
El Capitan 6.85 1.74 2.24
lone 0.70 1.26 1.99
Crestdale 1.37 0.70 0.25
Hillpointe 0.61 0.95 1.26
Burkholder 2.54 3.02 2.34
Paboo 7.18 1.00 1.58
Goldfield 15.35
Lower 95% Conf Lim 1.50 0.80 1.07
Geomean 2.90 1.42 2.08
Upper 95% Conf Lim 5.60 2.51 4.06
Table 3.6 Minor arterial Roads, AP-42 Emission Factor (g/VMT)
Site Name 1®* quarter 3"" quarter 4*̂  quarter
Ann 12.23 0.90 2.20
Hacienda 5.74 5.97 1.97
Maryland & 
Westminster 7.85 1.97 1.10
Durango 11.32 2.35 2.27
Losee 39.32 3.88 1.42
Valle Verde 2.25 0.26 0.29
Silver Springs 4.53 0.43 1.99
Maryland & Pyle 5.08 15.45 13.44
Pecos 2.10 0.20 0.43
Lower 95% Conf Lim 3.71 0.59 0.79
Geomean 6.68 1.48 1.55
Upper 95% Conf Lim 11.73 3.69 3.06
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Table 3.7 AP-42 Emission Factor Geomean (g/VMT) with Upper and
Lower 95% Confidence Limits in italics, 2005 _____________________
1st quarter 3rd quarter 4th quarter
Local 3.93 7.03 12.59 1.15 1.96 3.36 1.63 3.10 5.89
Collector 1.50 2.90 5.60 0.80 1.42 2.51 1.07 2.08 4.06
Minor arterial
(including
Losee)
3.81 6.68 11.73 0.59 1.48 3.69 0.79 1.55 3.06
Minor arterial
(excluding
Losee)
3.47 5.35 8.27 0.48 1.31 3.58 0.73 1.57 3.39
Figure 3.2 Local Roads Emission Factor (g/VMT) for 2005
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Figure 3.3 Collector Roads Emission Factor (g/VMT) for 2005
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Figure 3.4 Minor Arterial Roads Emission Factor (g/VMT) for 2005
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Figure 3.5 Losee Sampling, 1®* Quarter 2005, Facing South
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3.3. Historical Analysis 
Utilizing the database developed for DAQEM, Emission Factors for each year 
were compared according to the roadway classification. Table 3.8 shows all the 
sites studied since 1999, with their respective numbers, classification, and 
quarters sampled.
Two historical sites were excluded from the analysis: Serene, a Local road, 
was excluded because it is a dead end street and is likely to have very low ADT. 
Thus, it was considered to be not representative of a normal Local road. North 
Covey, also a Local road, was excluded because it no longer exists, was poorly 
surfaced, and was a privately owned trailer park road. It was therefore
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considered to be not representative of a standard paved public roadway. Table 
3.9 shows the Emission Factor geometric means since 1999.
Two tailed ANOVA tests on log of Emission Factor show that the expected 
pattern Local > Collector and Minor arterial was present only in two years (1999 
and 2004) as shown in Table 3.10. ID means that Insufficient Data did not permit 
a test. Although yearly comparisons showed only two years with significant 
differences, an ANOVA two tailed test on log of Emission Factor on the pooled 
data from all years show that Local roads present significantly higher Emission 
Factor than Collector and Minor arterial roads.
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Table 3.8 Sampled Sites, Classification and Sampling Quarters 
UNLV 
Site
Number
Site name (nearest 
intersection) Classification
Quarter/year
sampled
Emission
Factor
(g/VMT)
Local
001 Gowan & Kidd- Coleman
Collector
Local
005 Washburn & Donna
Collector
20-00 6.60
4Q-01 21.45
IQ-02 6.38
20-02 3.81
30-02 12.86
40-02 3.20
10-03 4.74
20-03 8.51
40-03 3.84
10-04 7.60
10-05 4.32
20-05 1.16
30-05 6.73
002 Marion & Diamond Head Collector
10-05
20-05
30-05
3.63
0.43
0.66
10-05 5.19
003 Daywood & Ouailbush Local 20-05
30-05
1.23
3.52
004 Emerald Stone & Sapphire Light Local
10-05
20-05
30-05
14.19
3.20
11.59
20-00 7.51
40-01 168.64
10-02 5.95
20-02 6.87
30-02 2.27
40-02 0.26
10-03 1.31
20-03 1.58
40-03 6.95
10-04 6.68
10-05 12.75
20-05 10.37
30-05 4.22
10-05 12.23
20-05 0.90
30-05 2.20
006 Ann Rd & San Mateo Minor arterial
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UNLV
Site
Number
Site name (nearest 
intersection) Classification
Quarter/year
sampled
Emission
Factor
(g/VMT)
20-00 6.85
30-02 2.87
40-02 5.60
10-03 1.92
007 Hacienda & Polaris Minor arterial 20-03 2.0140-03 1.92
10-04 3.09
10-05 5.74
20-05 5.97
30-05 1.97
10-05 7.85
008 Maryland & Westminster Minor arterial 20-05 1.9730-05 1.10
20-00 4.07
30-03 5.58
40-03 1.42
009 Duneville & El Parque Local 10-04 2.56
10-05 6.18
20-05 1.38
30-05 2.14
10-05 6.85
010 Gowan & El Capltan Collector 20-05 1.74
30-05 2.24
10-05 11.32
011 Durango & Craig Minor arterial 20-05 2.35
30-05 2.27
Collector
012 Losee & Crag
Minor arterial
20-00 3.91
40-01 5.11
10-02 3.05
20-02 50.12
30-02 3.97
40-02 1.14
10-03 1.87
20-03 1.63
10-05 39.32
20-05 3.88
30-05 1.42
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UNLV
Site
Number
Site name (nearest 
intersection) Classification
Quarter/year
sampled
Emission
Factor
(g/VMT)
2Q-00 165.10
4Q-01 64.93
1Q-02 43.22
013 Hardin & Eastern Local 2Q-023Q-02
4Q-02
2Q-03
IQ-05
31.72 
21.63
12.72 
1.08 
19.32
013 A Richmar & GoldhllF Local 20-05+30-05+
1.10
0.72
014 Norridgewock & Evergold Local
10-05
20-05
30-05
3.11
5.78
5.70
10-05 0.70
015 Coral Sea & lone Collector 20-05
30-05
1.26
1.99
10-05 2.25
016 Valle Verde & Wigwam Minor arterial 20-05
30-05
0.26
0.29
20-00 1.73
20-02 4.13
30-02 1.08
40-02 1.82
017 Silver Springs & Spring Hills Minor arterial
10-03
20-03
2.10
1.20
40-03
10-04
10-05
20-05
30-05
1.42
0.83
4.53
0.43
1.99
Local 20-00 37.7730-03 13.91
018 Maryland & Pyle 10-05 5.08
Minor arterial 20-05
30-05
15.45
13.44
10-05 4.43
019 Armacost & Calmar Local 20-05
30-05
1.67
2.08
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UNLV
Site
Number
Site name (nearest 
intersection) Classification
Quarter/year
sampled
Emission
Factor
(g/VMT)
20-00 4.26
10-03 4.04
20-03 2.05
020 Pecos & Wigwam Minor arterial 40-0310-04
10-05
20-05
30-05
3.91
0.02
2.10
0.20
0.43
20-00 2.31
30-03 0.36
021 Crestdale & Covington Cross Collector
40-03
10-04
10-05
20-05
30-05
0.96 
0.36 
1.37 . 
0.70 
0.25
10-05 0.61
022 Hillpointe & Rampart Collector 20-05
30-05
0.95
1.26
10-05 2.54
023 Burkholder & Cabrillo Collector 20-05
30-05
3.02
2.34
10-05 7.18
024 Pabco & Liverpool Collector 20-05
30-05
1.00
1.58
026 Sam Boyd Stadium* Local 20-05 1.00
026 Gowan & Goldfield Collector 30-05 15.35
027 Aspen Glow & Warm W alnut Local 30-05 3.67
20-00 4.56
40-01 2.44
10-02 1.20
20-02 2.44
028 East Carey Minor arterial 30-0240-02
10-03
20-03
40-03
7.11
5.33
5.55
6.80
14.54
10-04 6.26
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UNLV
Site
Number
Site name (nearest 
intersection) Classification
Quarter/year
sampled
Emission
Factor
(g/VMT)
2Q-00 6.82
4Q-01 5.44
IQ-02 3.13
20-02 6.13
029 Moon Vision Local 30-0240-02
10-03
20-03
40-03
10-04
6.10
1.77
1.87
3.13
1.92
2.23
20-00 4.04
20-02 9.78
30-02 17.17
030 Hollywood Collector 40-0210-03
20-03
40-03
10-04
11.61
9.12
10.09
5.31
0.83
031 Jones Major Arterial 20-0030-03
2.48
1.58
032 Charleston Major Arterial 20-0030-03
1.87
3.34
033 Tropicana Major Arterial 20-0030-03
3.61
1.26
034 Reunion Local 20-0030-03
20.54
1.92
20-00 142.11
40-02 89.76
035 North Covey Local 10-0320-03
40-03
10-04
128.24
172.57
123.20
20.38
036 Bruce Local 20-0030-03
39.53
30.06
037 Hinson Local 20-0030-03
34.71
10.15
Rosada 1 15.54
038 Rosada 1 Local 20-04’ 15.63
Rosada 2 23.79
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UNLV
Site
Number
Site name (nearest 
intersection) Classification
Quarter/year
sampled
Emission
Factor
(g/VMT)
Lone Mountain 1 11.09
039
Lone Mountain 2 
Lone Mountain 2 
Lone Mountain 1
Collector 2Q-04’ 13.19
11.59
5.55
040
Mitchell 1 
Mitchell 1
Collector 2Q-04’
15.32
10.29
041
Terrace Grove 2 
Terrace Grove 1
Local 2 0 -0 4 ’
45.08
22.94
Cimarron 2 45.41
042
Cimarron 2 
Cimarron 1 
Cimarron 1
Local 2 0 -0 4 ’ 59.36
28.99
46.71
043 Artesia Way Local 30-03 3.95
044 Greenway Dr Local 30-03 2.11
045 Tropical Pkwy Collector 30-03 0.23
046 Centennial Pkwy Collector 30-03 6.15
047 Bullring Ln Local 30-03 1.86
048 Del Rey Ave Local 30-03 6.31
049 Farm Rd Collector 30-03 12.07
050 Ruston Rd Local 30-03 2.91
051 Serene Dr Local 30-03 21.26
052 Alexander Rd Collector 30-03 7.71
053 Wagon Wheel Dr Local 30-03 2.72
054 Pinto Rd Local 30-03 9.56
055 Appaloosa Rd Collector 30-03 2.95
056 Sandy Dr Local 30-03 7.42
057 Racetrack Rd Collector 30-03 2.23
058 Heritage Springs Dr Local 30-03 0.21
059 Scotts Valley Dr Local 30-03 0.09
060 Appaloosa Rd Collector 30-03 6.41
061 Alanhurst Dr Local 30-03 4.03
t  -  Hardin & Eastern is closed for public since May of 2005. Richmar & Goldhill was chosen 
to be its substitute, since it is a Local road with the same characteristics, and close to the original 
one.
t  -  Sam Boyd was sampled as the first site on the second quarter of 2005 with the purpose 
of training the UNLV team.
I Intensive sampling carried out by DAQEM team. The sites were sampled once or twice, and 
other samples were taken from across the street (Sites with number 2 on the name).
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Table 3.9 Emission Factor Geomean (g/VMT), All Years
Year Local Collector Minor arterial
1999 18.40 3.32 3.89
2001 33.62 5.11 2.44
2002 6.72 9.27 2.74
2003 2.77 3.26 3.01
2004 16.85 6.00 0.76
2005 4.03 2.13 3.24
Table 3.10 Summary of Statistical Analysis on Roadway Classes, Yearly 
and Pooled Data. ANOVA Two-Tailed Test on log of Emission Factor. Test
Year Local > Collector? Local > Minor arterial?
Collector > Minor 
Arterial?
1999 Yes Yes No
2001 ID ID ID
2002 No No No
2003 No No No
2004 Yes Yes No
2005 No No No
All Years Yes Yes No
3.4. Initial Water Washing Experiments 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show an example of the washing experiment after 
application of water, and before vacuuming, respectively. The results for the rain 
simulation study are shown in Tables 3.11 and 3.12. These results show that 
washing with the minimum amount of rain (0.04 inch, 1 mm) did not reduce the 
Emission Factor. Washing actually increased both silt loading and Emission 
Factor in four of six cases. This phenomenon may have occurred because water 
loosened the surface dust that previously adhered to the asphalt, making it easier 
for the vacuum cleaner to pick it up.
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Table 3.11 Rain Simulation Results, Silt Loadings (g/m )̂ 
Site name C.assiflca«on %change
Daywood* Local 1.64E-01 2.69E-01 +63.6
Ann Rd Minor arterial 1.10E-01 1.10E-01 -0.59
Losee Minor arterial 8.20E-01 5.09E+00 +520
Valle Verde Collector 2.95E-02 4.31 E-02 +46.0
Silver Springs Collector 4.79E-02 1.07E-02 -77.7
Burkholder Collector 5.71 E-01 1.06E+00 +85.2
* Daywood silt loading was calculated using UNLV total mass instead of GES total mass
Table 3.12 Rain Simulation Results, Emission Factor (g/VMT)
Site name Classification EF, dry EF, washed % change
Daywood* Local 1.23E+00 1.77E+00 +44.2
Ann Rd Minor arterial 8.98E-01 8.94E-01 -0.48
Losee Minor arterial 3.88E+00 1.32E+01 +240
Valle Verde Collector 2.59E-01 3.81 E-01 +46.8
Silver Springs Collector 4.33 E-01 3.14 E-02 -92.7
Bud(holder Collector 3.02 E+00 4.61 E+00 +52.7
Daywood silt loading was calculated using UNLV total mass instead of GES total mass
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Figure 3.6 Daywood Washing Experiment after Water Application
- Wet portion
Figure 3.7 Daywood Washing Experiment before Vacuumin
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3.5. Effects of Road Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder improvements were classified as improved, unimproved, and RAP 
(Recycled Asphalt Pavement). Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show examples of improved 
and unimproved shoulders respectively.
Tables 3.13 to 3.17 were prepared to evaluate the influence of roadway 
shoulder improvements on Emission Factor value. Table 3.13 presents 
geometric means for Emission Factors calculated over all years. Tables 3.14, 
3.15, and 3.16 show the Emission Factor geometric mean for each year 
according to shoulder improvements, and the number of data available to 
calculate the mean. For each roadway class unimproved shoulder geometric 
means were higher than improved shoulder geometric means, but two-way 
ANOVA calculations did not show that the differences within class were 
significant (p < 0.05) except for Local roads in 2002 and 2004, and Collector 
roads in 2005.
Table 3.17 shows the years where unimproved shoulders presented 
significantly different Emission Factors than improved shoulders. N/A means that 
not enough data were available for the analysis. Although the rest of the 
numbers are not significantly different, roads with paved shoulders generally 
exhibited lower Emission Factors than roads with unpaved shoulders.
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Figure 3.8 improved Shoulder, El Capitan, Second Quarter 2005, Facing
West
g
Table 3.13 Geometric Mean Emission Factors (g/VMT) According to
Class Unimproved Improved RAP
Local 8.17 5.32 2.31
Collector 4.51 2.64 3.70
Minor arterial N/A 2.51 N/A
Table 3.14 Local Roads Geometric Mean Emission Factors (g/VMT) 
According to Shoulder Improvements, Computed for Each Year
Year Unimproved improved RAP
1999 18.77 n = 6 17.70 n =3 N/A
2001 61.70 n —3 5.44 n =1 N/A
2002* 11.81 n =8 3.80 n =4 2.23 n =4
2003 4.60 n =14 2.19 n =11 2.43 n =3
2004* 9.97 n =5 26.17 n =7 N/A
2005 2.55 n =6 4.01 n=13 N/A
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Figure 3.9 Unimproved Shoulder, Duneville, Second Quarter 2005,
Facing South
Table 3.15 Collector Roads Geometric Mean Emission Factors (g/VMT)
Year Unimproved Improved RAP
1999 3.91 n = 1 3.06 n = 2 N/A
2001 5.11 n = 1 N/A N/A
2002 3.05 n = 1 12.49 n = 3 6.11 n = 3
2003 3.42 n = 7 2.79 n = 5 1.74 n = 2
2004 7.60 n = 1 5.08 n = 8 N/A
2005* 8.24 n = 3 1.72 n = 25 N/A
' Years with significant difference on improved and unimproved shoulders
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Table 3.16 Minor arterial Geometric Mean Emission Factors (g/VMT)
Year Unimproved Improved RAP
1999 N/A 3.89 n = 4 N/A
2001 N/A 2.44 n = 1 N/A
2002 N/A 2.90 n = 9 N/A
2003 N/A 2.97 n = 12 N/A
2004 N/A 0.77 n = 4 N/A
2005 N/A 2.48 n = 27 N/A
Table 3.17 Summary of Significant Differences in Emission Factor for 
Road Shoulder Improvements, Two-tailed (p < 0.05) Test
Year Local Collector Minor arterial
All years No No N/A
1999 No ID N/A
2001 ID N/A N/A
2002 Yes* ID N/A
2003 No No N/A
2004 Yes** ID N/A
2005 No Yes** N/A
t  Significant reduction on the log of Emission Factor 
t  Significant reduction on Emission Factor
* Improved shoulder Emission Factor significantly higher than unimproved shoulder Emission 
Factor
ID = Insufficient Data (when n = 1)
N/A = data Not Available
3.6. Trends through Time 
No significant trend was found in the trend of quarterly geometric means with 
time, although all roadway classifications show a decrease since 2000. Table 
3.18 presents the summary of the least-squares regression for the geometric 
mean of each roadway class versus time. The values were also plotted against 
time, and the coefficient of determination (r^) and the slope are presented in
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Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12. Note that the y axes are not in the same scale 
because of the general decline in Emission Factors from Local to Collector to 
Minor arterial.
Figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15 show the quarterly geometric means against 
time with 95% confidence limits on each mean. These plots are all in the same 
log scale for the purposes of comparison. The solid line delineates the lower 
95% confidence limit for the second quarter of 2004. The dashed line delineates 
the lower 95% confidence limit for the fourth quarter of 1999. The dotted line 
delineates the lower 95% confidence limit for the first quarter of 2005.
Significant pairwise differences among quarterly mean were found for each 
roadway type. Results are summarized in Table 3.19. Generally, 4+̂  quarter 
1999 and 2"^ quarter 2004 Emission Factors were found to be higher than 
Emission Factors calculated for 2003 and 2005.
Table 3.18 Statistical Analysis of Geometric Mean of the Emission Factor
Classification Number of data points
P value Significant 
trend
r=
value
Linear
slope
Local 15 0.153 No 0.142 -6.69E-03
Collector 15 0.350 No 0.060 -2.27E-03
Minor arterial 13 0.681 No 0.009 -2.42E-04
Standard
error *95% tcaic fo r  r F  crit
F calc for 
regression
Local 2.55 2.160 0.516 4.67 2.15
Collector 1.39 2.160 0.218 4.67 0.84
Minor arterial 0.44 2.201 0.031 4.84 0.10
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Figure 3.12 Quarterly Averaged Geometric Mean Emission Factor (g/VMT) versus Time, Minor Arterial Roads
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Table 3.19 Summary of Significant Differences on Emission Factor
Classification Quarterly Comparison Increase or Decrease?
02-4Q < 04-20 Increase
03-10 < 99-1Q Decrease
03-10 < 04-20 Increase
03-20 <99-10 Decrease
03-20 < 04-20 Increase
03-30 < 99-10 Decrease
Local 03-30 < 04-20
Increase
03-40 <99-10 Decrease
03-40 < 04-20 Increase
04-10 <04-20 Increase
05-10 < 04-20 Decrease
05-30 < 99-10, 04-20, 01-40, 
05-10
Decrease
05-40 < 99-10, 04-20, 01-40 Decrease
99-10 < 04-20 Increase
03-30 < 04-20 Increase
Collector 05-10 < 04-20 Decrease
05-30 < 04-20 Decrease
05-40 < 04-20 Decrease
Minor arterial 05-30 < 05-10 Decrease
05-40 < 05-10 Decrease
Since there are few significant trends over time, it is possible to pool the data 
from all sampling quarters for statistical analysis. Results are shown in Table 
3.20. This analysis shows that Collectors and Minor arterials are significantly 
lower than Local roads, agreeing with Table 3.10. Minor arterials did not present 
significantly lower Emission Factors than Collectors. A linear regression on 
pooled data showed that Local roads presented a significant reduction on 
Emission Factor over time. Table 3.21 shows the summary of the least-squares 
regression for the log of Emission factor of each roadway class versus time.
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Figures 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18 show the log of Emission Factor versus time for 
each roadway class.
Table 3.20 Statistical Analysis of the Emission Factor Geometric Mean
Classification Number of data points
g. Geometric mean, 
g/VMT
Significant 
difference? (p < 0.05)
Local 87 -0.09 4.7/ 6.02 7.69
Collector 62 -0.22 2.37 3.06 3.94 Collector < Local
Minor arterial 57 -1.10 1.92’ 2.51 3.29 Minor arterial < Local
Table 3.21 Statistical Analysis on log of the Emission Factor versus Time 
(Pooled Data)
Classification
Number of
data
points
P value
for
trend
Significant 
regression? 
(p < 0.05)
Local 87 0.003 Yes 0.10 -3. IE-04
Collector 62 0.056 No 0.06 -2.3E-04
Minor arterial 57 0.346 No 0.02 -1. IE-04
t95% tcaic for r F crit Fcaicfor regression
Local 1.991 0.912 3.97 9.28
Collector 2.000 0.461 4.00 3.79
Minor arterial 2.004 0.120 4.02 0.91
The second quarter of 2004 sampling was performed in order to compare 
mobile technologies with AP-42 methods. The sites chosen were categorized as 
“worst case scenarios” nearby active construction and development areas 
(Merle, 2006). The high loadings on these sites explain the unusual high 
Emission Factors depicted on that quarter.
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3.7. Quarter bv Quarter Analysis 
Even though Table 3.20 shows that for all data points since 2000, Local road 
Emission Factors are significantly greater than Minor arterials or Collectors 
Emission Factors, pairwise statistical comparisons among all quarterly means 
showed only two significant differences in the data set. Collectors and Minor 
Arterials were significantly lower than Locals in fourth quarter 1999 and second 
quarter 2004. The results from this comparison are described on Table 3.22.
Quarter Collector < Local? Minor < Local? Minor < Collector?
00-1Q Yes No No
01-4Q N/A N/A N/A
02-1Q N/A N/A N/A
02-2Q No No No
02-3Q No No No
02-4Q No No No
03-1Q No No No
03-2Q No No No
03-3Q No N/A N/A
03-4Q No No No
04-1Q No No No
04-2Q Yes N/A N/A
05-1Q No No No
05-3Q No No No
05-4Q No No No
3.8. Individual Roadway Analysis 
Analysis of individual roads through time shows that two Locals and two 
Minor arterials had statistically significant AP-42 Emission Factor declines. The
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slopes, r̂ , and p-value are described in Tables 3.23, 3.24, and 3.25. The sites 
with a star (*) are the ones that presented significant decline over time. Table 
3.26 show a summary of the statistical analysis for the roads with significant 
reduction. Figures 3.19 to 3.22 show the regression plot for each of these roads.
Table 3.23 Emission Factors (g/VMT) Regression Data fo r Individual 
Roads, Local Roads
Road name Sample Size EF slope r= P-value
Armacost 3 -9.90E-03 0.808 0.289
Bruce 2 N/A N/A N/A
Daywood 3 -5.70E-03 0.768 0.320
Duneville 7 -7.00E-04 0.066 0.577
Emerald Stone 3 -1.79E-02 0.179 0.722
Evergold 3 +6.6GE-03 0.160 0.738
Hardin* 8 -7.95E-02 0.691 0.011
Hinson 2 N/A N/A N/A
Moon Vision* 10 -3.32E-03 0.551 0.014
Reunion 2 N/A N/A N/A
Table 3.24 Emission Factors (g/VMT) Regression Data fo r Individual 
Roads, Collector Roads
Road name Sample Size EF slope r= P-value
Burkholder 3 -1.00E-03 0.092 0.804
Coral Sea 3 +3.70E-03 0.313 0.622
Crestdale 7 -8.00E-04 0.544 0.058
El Capitan 3 -1.91E-02 0.844 0.258
Gowan 13 -3.50E-03 0.147 0.196
Hillpointe 3 +2.40E-03 0.967 0.117
Hollywood 8 -1.20E-03 0.011 0.802
Marion 3 -1.23E-02 0.867 0.238
Pabco 3 -2.00E-02 0.935 0.164
Washburn 13 -2.00E-02 0.065 0.401
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Table 3.25 Emission Factors (g/VMT) Regression Data for Individual
Roads, Minor arterial Roads____________________________________
Road name Sample Size EF slope r̂  P-value
Ann Rd 3 -4.18E-02 0.834 0.268
Durango 3 -3.66E-02 0.908 0.196
East Carey 10 +5.20E-03 0.314 0.092
Hacienda 10 -8.00E-04 0.051 0.530
Losee 11 +5.40E-03 0.087 0.379
Maryland & Pyle* 5 -1.18E-02 0.786 0.045
Maryland & 
Westminster 3 -2.66E-02 0.962 0.126
Pecos* 8 -1.84E-03 0.531 0.040
Silver Springs 11 -2.00E-04 0.006 0.824
Valle Verde 3 -7.80E-03 0.938 0.160
Table 3.26 Statistical Summary for Roads with Significant Trends
n Standarderror
* tcalcfor F
r critical
Fcalc for 
regression
Hardin 8 11.11 2.447 2.342 5.99 13.43
Moon Vision 10 0.46 2.306 1.869 5.32 9.83
Pecos 8 0.47 2.447 1.534 5.99 6.79
Maryland & Pyle 5 2.92 3.182 2.201 10.10 11.01
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Figure 3.19 Hardin (Local) Regression Chart w ith 95% Confidence Limits 
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Figure 3.20 Moon Vision (Local) Regression Chart with 95% Confidence Lim its 
Moon Vision - Regression with 95% confidence lim its
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Figure 3.21 Maryland & Pyle (Minor Arterial) Regression Chart with 95% Confidence Lim its
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Figure 3.22 Pecos (Minor Arterial) Regression Chart with 95% Confidence Limits 
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CHAPTER 4
MINI-PI-SWERL™ RESULTS
4.1. Example Raw Data and Processing 
The file generated by the Mini-PI-SWERL™ contained records for target 
RPM, actual RPM, volumetric flow of the blower (L/min), time every half second, 
and PM10 concentrations read by the DustTrak (mg/m^). Table 4.1 shows an 
example of the raw output from the Labview™ software. PM10 data are recorded 
in 10-second running averages.
Figure 4.1 is an example of the output numbers presented by the Mini-PI- 
SWERL™ during a run.
“A” shows the initial peak presented in virtually all the runs. The PM10 
concentration increased when the Mini-PI-SWERL™ was moved from one 
square to the other. When the run starts, the fan runs for 90 seconds before the 
blade starts spinning, and an initial puff of PM10 concentration decreases to its 
background value. This first peak was discarded in all runs. Between 10 and 20 
readings of 1 sec (20 to 40 half a second readings) before the blade starts 
spinning were used to calculate average background values (B). The first step 
(and in some cases the second step), at 1000 RPM generally did not present a 
peak (with exception of heavily loaded sites) because the applied shear is still 
very low. Each blade speed step is held for 60 seconds. There is usually an
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initial “spike” in PM10 concentration at the onset of each RPM increase that then 
decays away as the surface reservoir is depleted. Then a higher speed 
produces a higher shear, lifting more particles that will also be ventilated away.
Table 4.1 Emerald Stone 1000 RPM Run 4 Example, 3*̂  Quarter 2005
Time Site Name TargetRPM
Real
RPM
PMio
mg/m®
Flow
L/min
10:34:16 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 1000 1005 3.60E-02 1.07E+02
10:34:17 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1005 3.50E-02 1.07E+02
10:34:17 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1005 3.50E-02 1.02E+02
10:34:18 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 998 3.50E-02 1.02E+02
10:34:18 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1065 3.50E-02 9.46E+01
10:34:19 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1208 3.50E-02 9.46E+01
10:34:19 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1342 3.50E-02 1.14E+02
10:34:20 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1425 3.50E-02 1.14E+02
10:34:20 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1508 3.50E-02 1.08E+02
10:34:21 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1590 3.50E-02 1.08E+02
10:34:21 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1665 3.50E-02 9.34E+01
10:34:22 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1748 3.50E-02 9.34E+01
10:34:22 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1792 3.50E-02 1.08E+02
10:34:23 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1830 3.40E-02 1.08E+02
10:34:23 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1875 3.40E-02 1.03E+02
10:34:24 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1898 3.50E-02 1.03E+02
10:34:24 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1920 3.50E-02 1.04E+02
10:34:25 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1920 4.20E-02 1.15E+02
10:34:25 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1965 4.20E-02 1.15E+02
10:34:26 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1980 6.10E-02 1.15E+02
10:34:26 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1980 6.10E-02 1.15E+02
10:34:27 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1988 8.50E-02 1.15E+02
10:34:27 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 2002 8.50E-02 1.06E+02
10:34:28 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 1995 1.17E-01 1.06E+02
10:34:28 Shapphire Light & Emerald Stone 2000 2002 1.17E-01 1.11E+02
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Figure 4.1 Example Mini-PI-SWERL™ 1000 RPM Step Run
Sapphire Light & Emeraid Stone 1000 rpm run4, 3rd quarter 2005 
PMIO and rpm readings
— PMIO — RPM
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To obtain average PMio concentrations for each shear rate, arithmetic 
averages were calculated using Microsoft Excel® for each speed step. Figure
4.2 illustrates a typical interval over which the average was calculated. The 
average concentration calculated on the indicated Emerald Stone site, run 2,
4000 RPM is 0.369 mg/m^.
The Mini-PI-SWERL™ results provide a relationship between Emission Factor 
and produced shear. The shear applied by the Mini-PI-SWERL™ was calculated 
by an equation provided by G. Nikolich from DRI, so it was possible to obtain an 
average shear for each speed. The respective chart is shown below in Figure 
4.3.
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Figure 4.2 Example Averaging Interval for PM10 Concentration
Sapphire Light & Emeraid Stone 1000 rpm run2, 3rd quarter 2005 
PMIO and rpm readings
10:12:00 10:13:26 10:14:53 10:16:19 10:17:46
Time
10:19:12
10000
PMIO — RPM
Averaging
Interval
Average
calculated on
4000 RPM step
2000
5000 I .
Table 4.2 shows an example summary of data for one site. The row where 
RPM is zero is the background calculation. It averages the last 10 to 20 seconds 
of the PM10 concentration after the fan starts running and before the blade starts 
spinning. Average net concentration is the average measured concentration 
minus the background concentration. Average mass emission rate is the 
average net concentration multiplied by the average flow rate. The shear is 
calculated from the recorded RPM (from Table 4.1) using the equation shown in 
Figure 4.3. The average shear is the average of the shear calculated for each 
recorded RPM.
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Figure 4.3 Mini-PI-SWERL™ versus Shear -  Data Courtesy DRI
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Table 4.2 Shear and Emission Factor Calculation for Emerald Stone, 
Third Quarter 2005
rpm
step
average
rpm
average
concentration
(mg/m )̂
average
flow
(L/min)
average net
concentration
(mg/m )̂
average
mass
emission
rate
(mg/min)
Average
shear
stress
(Pa)
0 0.0 0.0328 109.9
1000 956.1 0.0338 109.4 0.0010 1.04E-04 0.0618
2000 1938.8 0.1307 110.0 0.0979 1.08E-02 0.1628
3000 2932.9 0.2448 109.5 0.2120 2.32E-02 0.3188
4000 4101.4 0.3596 107.5 0.3268 3.51 E-02 0.5393
5000 4992.0 0.4956 106.2 0.4628 4.92E-02 0.7110
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4.2. Development of Emission Factor Functions 
PM10 emissions for each speed within a run were calculated by multiplying the 
net average PM10 concentration (measured PMio minus background) by the 
average Mini-PI-SWERL™ volumetric flow rate at each time step to obtain 
emissions in mg/min. The PM10 mass rates were divided by the area covered by 
the Mini-PI-SWERL™ (0.0707 m^) to produce flux estimates in mg/m^/sec. The 
Emission Factors for each speed (shear) were then averaged over the five runs 
at each site, and plotted to depict average Emission Factor versus shear. Power 
fits of the form EF = A(shear)® were then fit to the average data using a least 
squares regression.
Figure 4.4 shows an example of the fit to the averages for each shear. 
Analysis of each site’s data resulted in different coefficients and powers. Tables
4.3 to 4.8 show the least square power fit coefficients for the equations found for 
the arithmetic mean emissions on each site.
The third quarter r̂  are higher than the fourth quarter. The coefficients for the 
fourth quarter were affected by the higher speed the SWERL was running. 
Because the controller was programmed to run in higher speeds, the target 
speeds were 3360,4440, 5190, 5980, 6670 RPM, instead of 1000, 2000, 3000, 
4000, and 5000 RPM. These higher speeds promoted higher shear and thus 
depleted the reservoir sooner (for sites with lighter loading). The results are 
negative power coefficients, except for Aspen Glow and Losee Rd site, because 
those sites are heavily loaded and the higher shears were not sufficient to 
deplete the reservoir. The average power fit coefficients were 1.76 for Local,
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1.68 for Collector, and1.90 for Minor arterial. The prepower coefficients showed 
high standard deviations because they depend on the street loading, and the 
heavier the loading, the higher the coefficient.
Figure 4.4 Emission Factor versus Shear Stress 
Sapphire Light & Emerald Stone UNLV 004 shear x EF, 3rd Quarter 2005
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I
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Table 4.3 3”* Quarter 2005 Shear (x) versus Emission Factor (y), Locals,
Arithmetic Mean
Site Number Site Name Prepower coefficient (mg/min-Pa*’)
Power
Coefficient “b” e
UNLV 003 Daywood 0.0226 1.76 0.981
UNLV 004 Emerald Stone 0.1147 1.94 0.935
UNLV 009 Duneville 0.0128 1.95 0.987
UNLV 013 Goldhill 0.0050 1.16 0.968
UNLV 014 Evergold 0.0231 2.00 0.976
Average 0.0356 1.76 0.969
Standard Deviation 0.0448 0.35 0.020
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Table 4.4 3'̂  Quarter 2005 Shear (x) versus Emission Factor (y), 
Collectors, Arithmetic Mean
Site Number Site Name Prepower coefficient (mg/min-Pa")
Power
Coefficient “b” r=
UNLV 001 Gowan 0.0304 2.26 0.915
UNLV 002 Marion 0.0015 1.22 0.993
UNLV 005 Washburn 0.1596 2.21 0.865
UNLV 010 El Capitan 0.0031 1.51 0.993
UNLV 015 lone 0.0221 1.70 0.950
UNLV 021 Crestdale^ 0.0015 1.05 0.917
UNLV 022 Hillpointe 0.0030 1.64 0.970
UNLV 023 Burkholder 0.0609 2.35 0.901
UNLV 024 Pabco 0.0049 1.18 0.960
Average 0.0319 1.68 0.940
Standard deviation 0.0518 0.49 0.044
Table 4.5 Quarter 2005 Shear (x) versus Emission Factor (y). Minor 
arterials. Arithmetic Mean
Site Number Site Name Prepower coefficient (mg/min-Pa")
Power
Coefficient “b” r=
UNLV 006 Ann 0.0046 1.35 0.948
UNLV 007 Hacienda^* 0.0056 2.18 0.964
UNLV 011 Durango? 0.0153 2.51 0.981
UNLV 012 Losee 0.3711 3.15 0.999
UNLV 016 Valle Verde 0.0042 1.30 0.983
UNLV 017 Silver Springs? 0.0042 1.13 0.763
UNLV 018 Pyle 3.6610 3.02 0.979
UNLV 020 Pecos 0.0007 0.53 0.898
Average 0.5083 1.90 0.939
Standard deviation 1.2803 0.96 0.078
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Table 4.6 4^ Quarter 2005 Shear (x) versus Emission Factor (y), Locals,
Arithmetic Mean
Site Number Site Name Prepower coefficient (mg/min-Pa")
Power
Coefficient “b” r=
UNLV 004 
UNLV 027
Emerald Stone? 
Aspen Glovi/
0.0932
0.0180
-0.58
1.02
0.847
0.979
Average
Standard deviation
0.0556
0.0532
0.22
1.13
0.913
0.093
Table 4.7 4^  Quarter 2005 Shear (x) versus Emission Factor (y). 
Collectors, Arithmetic Mean
Site Number Site Name Prepower coefficient (mg/min-Pa")
Power
Coefficient “b” r̂
UNLV 005 
UNLV 021 
UNLV 022 
UNLV 023
Washburn?
Crestdale?^
HillpointW
Burkholder
0.0129
0.0003
0.0006
0.0041
-0.40
-1.75
-0.25
0.78
0.382
0.874
0.064
0.683
Average
Standard deviation
0.0045
0.0059
-0.41
1.04
0.501
0.355
Table 4.8 4*?" Quarter 2005 Shear (x) versus Emission Factor (y). Minor
arterials. Arithmetic Mean
Site Number Site Name Prepower coefficient (mg/min-Pa**)
Power
Coefficient “b” r=
UNLV 012 Losee^ 0.0217 2.07 0.938
UNLV 016 Valle Verde 0.0006 0.851 0.878
Average 0.0112 1.46 0.908
Standard deviation 0.0149 0.86 0.042
t  Data point was reduced from 5 to 4 because the first value was negative, and it is 
impossible to obtain a power fit with a negative number.
t  Hacienda data includes 500 RPM steps and 1000 RPM steps. Only the 1000 RPM steps 
were used for this regression because the 500 RPM steps were lowering the averages, resulting 
in negative numbers, and thus becoming impossible to obtain a power fit.
Î The final background (PMio concentrations after the blade completely stops spinning) was 
used to get the values for run 1 (Silver Springs) and for all the runs (Crestdale), because üîe 
initial concentration was giving negative values making it impossible to obtain a power fit.
Î Those sites were run with speeds higher then on other sites.
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4.3. Correlation of MINI-PI-SWERL™ Emissions to AP-42 Silt Loadings
Since the PMio concentration read by the TSI DustTrak™ may correspond to 
mass loading of silt that is present on the road surface, the total PM10 loading 
(representing a fraction of silt resuspended by the shear) could be calculated.
The steps were:
• Multiply the concentration by the flow, correct the units and sum them 
up for each RPM step (obtaining values in mg).
• Sum the results for each RPM step and obtain one total mass for each 
run.
• Average the total mass over all five runs to develop one number for the 
site (still in mg)
• Divide this average by the area covered by the MINI-PI-SWERL™ 
(0.0707m^) to have a final result in mg/m^.
Equation 3 shows how these calculations were made:
PMio mass = E Q; [C; -  Cbackl Atj Equation 3
where:
Qi = flow rate at each time step, L/min
Ci = measured PM10 concentration at each time step, mg/m^
Cback = background PMio concentration from 20 seconds prior to each run, 
mg/m^
At = time step size, 1 second
These steps were performed for each sampling site, and the results 
compared to the AP-42 silt loadings. The outcome is described in Table 4.9.
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The AP-42 silt loadings and MINI-PI-SWERL™ PMio loadings were log- 
transformed, and a least-squares regression analysis was performed. The 
following equation was developed (SWERL PMio and AP-42 SL in mg/m^):
log(SWERL P M io )  = 0.994*log(AP-42 SL) -  2.97 Equation 4 
The regression is statistically significant with slope significance of 7.2 x 10 ®, 
intercept significance of 1.6 x 10‘ °̂ and r̂  significance of 7.2 x 10 ®. The AP-42 
silt loading explains a highly significant portion of the variance in the SWERL 
PMio loading data. The results are plotted in Figure 4.5.
The correlation of AP-42 PMio Emission Factors to SWERL PMio loading is 
illustrated in Figure 4.6. The following least-squares equation can be written 
(AP-42 EF in gA/MT and SWERL PMio in mg/m^):
Iog(AP^2 EF) = 0.461 *log(SWERL P M io )  -  0.678 Equation 5 
The significance of the slope is 7.3 x 10 ®, the significance of the intercept is
7.4 X 10 ?̂ , and the significance of the r̂  is 7.3 x 10 ®.
In this correlation, the SWERL PMio loading explains a highly significant (p < 
0.05) portion of the variance in the AP-42 PMio Emission Factor.
This equation demonstrates that the AP-42 Emission Factors could be 
reasonably estimated by using the MINI-PI-SWERL™ in place of performing AP- 
42 vacuuming methods.
Correlations of shear and Emission Factor have been studied before. A 
vehicle traveling at a high speed (45 mph, for example) produces a shear higher 
than a vehicle traveling at a low speed (25 mph, for example). The higher shear 
means more resuspension and thus less accumulation on the surface. Nicholson
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and Branson 1990, found an “obvious dependence of resuspension with vehicle 
speed”. They observed that the amount remaining of 12pm diameter particles on 
the surface road decreased with car speed. This study and a previous one 
(Nicholson et al 1989) also show that the resuspension becomes more difficult 
with decrease in particle size, due to the smaller area on which the shear stress 
can act.
Light 1998, also studied corrections for the present Emission Factor equation 
to introduce more accurate consideration of vehicles speed. Light’s results 
present two new equations: one for low speeds (less than 24 MPH) which is
EFpmio = 7.47 X S® x W® ®̂® Equation 6
And one for high MPH (25 MPH and greater):
EFpmio = 7.47 x S®^? x W® ®̂® x 0.101 Equation 7
where:
EFpR/110 = Emission Factor for PMio in gA/MT
S = Silt loading (200 mesh), g/m^
W = Vehicle weight in tons
Light concluded that the new equations presented a lower standard deviation 
than the present equations.
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Table 4.9 MINI-PI-SWERL™ versus AP-42 Silt Loadings
Year/
Quarter Location Classification
MINI-PI-SWERL™ 
PMio loading 
(mg/m )̂
AP-42 silt
loading
(mg/m )̂
2005, 40 Valle Verde Minor arterial 0.017 32.57
2005, 30 Pecos Minor arterial 0.025 24.03
2005, 30 Marion Collector 0.032 47.81
2005, 30 Crestdale Collector 0.038 82.41
2005, 30 Hillpointe Collector 0.047 118.46
2005, 40 Hillpointe Collector 0.047 171.03
2005, 30 El Capitan Collector 0.056 261.84
2005, 40 Crestdale Collector 0.064 28.55
2005, 30 Valle Verde Minor arterial 0.089 29.51
2005, 30 Pabco Collector 0.106 126.61
2005, 30 Goldhill Local 0.106 142.00
2005, 30 Ann Rd Minor arterial 0.125 110.32
2005, 30 Silver Springs Minor arterial 0.132 47.86
2005, 40 Burkholder Collector 0.142 398.17
2005, 30 Durango Minor arterial 0.154 399.89
2005, 30 Hacienda Minor arterial 0.171 1548.47
2005, 30 Duneville Local 0.189 191.79
2005, 30 Evergold Local 0.361 1475.80
2005, 30 Daywood Local 0.382 164.13
2005, 30 lone Collector 0.401 170.91
2005, 30 Gowan Collector 0.406 152.17
2005, 40 Losee Minor arterial 0.813 198.92
2005, 40 Aspen Glow Local 0.870 757.84
2005, 30 Burkholder Collector 1.140 570.71
2005, 40 Washburn Collector 1.216 928.57
2005, 30 SapphireLight Local 1.373 621.83
2005, 30 Losee Minor arterial 2.858 819.82
2005, 30 Washburn Collector 3.571 3535.35
2005, 40 SapphireLight Local 8.556 4186.38
2005, 30 Maryland & Pyle Minor arterial 29.599 6472.50
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Figure 4.5 MINI-PI-SWERL™ versus AP-42 Silt Loadings (mg/m‘‘)
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Figure 4.6 AP-42 Emission Factor versus SWERL Silt Loading
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CHAPTER 5
IRWIN TEST RESULTS
5.1. Heads Differences 
The Irwin test was performed to evaluate the aerodynamic shear produced by 
the vacuum cleaner head. Shear profiles were carried out on the new head, 
worn head #1, worn head #2, and worn head #3. The different patterns obtained 
for each worn head are shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. A drawing of the 
head is on the background of the chart, to facilitate the visualization of the profile.
The top part of the drawing is the front slot and the bottom part is the back 
slot. A picture of the vacuum cleaner head (Hoover bare floor tool) is presented 
in Figure 5.4. The lower and higher readings were used to compile an average 
shear, since the reading on the oscilloscope fluctuated. The vacuum cleaner 
head is shown to-scale. The rectangles inside the head outline are slots where 
vacuumed air conveyed to the hose.
Only the back slot analysis was analyzed on heads #2 and #3 because after 
evaluating head #1 it became clear that the back slot promotes a higher shear 
than the front slot. Figure 5.5 shows the difference presented by each worn 
head. The profile of the new head is displayed on the bottom chart and the 
profile of the worn heads are displayed on the top chart so that the shears 
produced by each head can be compared.
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Figure 5.1 Worn Head #1 Fine Profile across Head (Front and Back Slot)
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The results show that worn head # 2 and #3 present a similar shear profile to 
the new head, where the aerodynamic shear is higher around the center of the 
head, maximizing between 1.5 and 2.5 N/m^. Worn head #1 is the most worn 
head and the shear across the head is almost constant, lowering only near the 
ends. Table 5.1 summarizes the geometric mean of the shear produced by each 
head.
The heights of each head were measured using an electronic digital caliper 
(shown in Table 5.1). The heads were placed on a table, the angle adjusted so 
the bottom is parallel to the surface, and three points on each side were 
measured to find an average height. The reference points are the floor and the 
bottom part of the head.
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Figures 5.6 and 5.7 Illustrate the difference between the worn head #1 and 
the new head. The bristles on the worn head #1 are worn down, so the head 
touches the floor providing a seal between the vacuum cleaner suction area and 
the floor, increasing the velocity through a narrower center gap, and hence 
increasing the shear rate. This description is confirmed by the aerodynamic 
shear measured on both heads. The worn head is closer to the ground, 
decreasing the area for aspiration of dust and increasing the flow velocity through 
the narrower gap. The new head is farther from the ground, producing a lower 
average velocity through the slot and consequently a lower shear. Figure 5.8 
depicts this change, schematically.
Figure 5.2 Worn Head #2 Fine Profile across Head (Back Slot)
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Figure 5.3 Worn Head #3 Fine Profile Across Head (Back Slot)
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Figure 5.4 Vacuum Cleaner Head Picture, Bottom View
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of Worn Heads with New Head (Worn Heads on
Top, New Head on the Bottom)
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Table 5.1 Geometric Mean of the Aerodynamic Shear for Each Head
Head Front slot Back slot Clearance, mm
New 0.181 0.493 1.347 0.100 0.286 0.821 8.16
Worn #1 0.479 1.395 4.063 2.120 2.887 3.932 1.14
Worn #2 - 0.297 0.671 1.517 4.26
Worn #3 - 0.087 0.289 0.961 5.95
Figure 5.6 Worn Head #1 against Floor
V
Figure 5.8 compares the clearance of a worn head and the clearance of a 
new head. The volumetric flow rate can be defined as the product of velocity and 
area, or
Q = Û A Equation 8
where
Q = volumetric flow [cm^/sec]
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û = air velocity, [cm/sec]
A = Area transverse to the flow, [cm^]
If A = L Az, 
where,
L = width of the head, [cm]
Az = distance from the bottom of the head to the floor, [cm] 
then, Q = Q L Az, or
Û = Q/(L Az) Equation 9
Figure 5.7 New Head against Floor
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If Q and L are constants (Q is generated by the vacuum cleaner), then when 
Az decreases, 0 increases. Since shear is x = p AQ/Az (from Equation 2), if Az 
decreases and AO increases, and then, x goes up.
The Irwin sensor tests provide measurements of the aerodynamic shear 
values produced by the vacuum cleaner. The equation given by the DRI made it 
possible to calculate the aerodynamic shear produced by the MINI-PI-SWERL™. 
By assuming a linear scaling approach, the shear produced by cars can be 
estimated. Figure 5.9 shows a schematic of the problem with a logarithmic 
velocity profile of the form
u(z) = (u*/k) ln(z/zo) Equation 10
where:
u(z) = velocity at height z above the ground (m/s) 
u* = friction velocity (m/s) 
k = Von-Karman constant (=0.40) 
z = height above the ground (cm)
Zq = aerodynamic roughness (assumed to be 1 x10^ cm)
Velocity profiles were calculated using Equation 10 for a car driving at speeds 
of 25 mph (11.2 m/s) or 60 mph (26.8 m/s), assuming a logarithmic velocity 
gradient, with an aerodynamic roughness of 1 x 10"̂  cm and a distance between 
the surface and the bottom of the car of 12cm. Average shears in a boundary 
layer height of 1.0 millimeter from the surface were then calculated using 
Equation 2, and an assumed dynamic viscosity of 1.8 x 10 ® Ns/m^ (for air at
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25°C). The calculated shears are x = 0.0022 N/m^ at 25 mph. and x = 0.0054 
N/m^ at 60 mph.
Figure 5.8 Increase in Shear due to Head Clearance
head
bristles
W Az new
floor
head
= s ^ ||)Az worn
bristles
floor
Figure 5.9 Shear Produced by a Vehicle in Movement
12 cm
Thus, as described on Table 5.2, the average shear produced by vehicles is 
lower than the shear produced by the MINI-PI-SWERL™, which is lower than the 
shear produced by the vacuum cleaner head.
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Table 5.2 Aerodynamic Shear for Different Sources
Source Lower Value (Pa) Higher Value (Pa) Average (Pa)
Vehicles 2.17E-03 5.24E-03 3.71 E-03
SWERL 5.99E-02 7.31 E-01 3.96E-01
Vacuum Cleaner 1.30E-02 5.45E+00 2.72E+00
Lateral pictures (Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12) were taken of all the heads and 
illustrate that worn heads #2 and #3 are more similar to the new head than to the 
worn head #1. Head #2 has a higher shear than head #3, as described on Table 
5.1 which can be explained by observing that the bristles on head #2 are more 
worn down than the bristles on head #3 (also demonstrated on Table 5.1). All 
the pictures were taken with the wand on the same angle, 45.6 degrees.
5.10 New Head Right Side, Clearance 8.16 mm
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Figure 5.11 Worn Head #1 Right Side, Clearance 1.14 mm
Figure 5.12 Worn Head #2 Right Side, Clearance 4.26 mm
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5.13 Worn Head #3 Right Side, Clearance 5.95 mm
5.2. Vacuum Cleaner Differences 
No dependence of shear on the loading of the bag was found. A fine profile 
was performed using the new head and worn head #1 and the 12 amp blue 
vacuum cleaner, at a wand angle of 45.6 degrees using clean and dirty bags. 
Figure 5.14 shows the output of the test for the new head, presenting no clear 
evidence of bag loading dependence.
The fan motor amperage of the vacuum cleaners did influence the 
aerodynamic shear. Figure 5.15 shows the difference obtained by each vacuum 
cleaner. The 9 amp motor visibly presents a lower aerodynamic shear than the 
12 amp vacuum cleaners. The two 12 amp vacuum cleaners did not show a 
significant difference between their results. Worn head #1 was used, the vacuum
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cleaners were operated with a clean bag and the wand angle was 45.6 degrees. 
The coarse profile (test every 7 marks) was chosen.
Figure 5.14 Bag Loading Dependence, New Head
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To analyze the wand angle dependence, a coarse profile was performed at 
each angle for the new head and worn head #1. The 12 amp blue vacuum 
cleaner was operated with a clean bag. The front and back slots were tested.
The results are shown in Figures 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19.
For the back slot study, both heads show the lowest shear at 38 degrees.
The new head presents the highest shear at 52.1 degrees followed by 56.6 and 
45.6 degrees. The worn head presented the highest shear at 45.6 and 52.1 
degrees, followed by 56.6 degrees. As can be seen in Figure 5.21,45.6 degrees 
is the angle at which the head is parallel to the floor. At angles lower than 45, the 
head leans backwards, decreasing the head area on the back and increasing the
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head area on the front. At angles higher than 45, the head leans forward, 
Increasing the head area on the back and decreasing the head area on the front 
(Figures 5.22 and 5.23).
Figure 5.15 Vacuum Cleaner Amperage Dependence
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The worn head shows a much greater sensitivity to wand angle in both the 
front and back slots than does the new head. Worn heads show back bristles 
worn sooner than the front ones, probably because of abrasion on the asphalt 
surface. With the lack of bristles on the back, the air flow on the center of the 
back slot Is smooth. At 45 degrees the head area Is at a minimum without 
touching the floor and consequently sealing the air passage. This minimum area 
promotes the highest shear seen on Figure 5.17, and as the head area Increases 
(Increase the wand angle), the aerodynamic shear decreases. The lowest shear 
Is measured at the lowest wand angle, when the back Is sealed and the air is
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forced to pass trough the front where it encounters more obstacles (bristles) to 
reach the Irwin sensor (positioned on the back of the head). The subsequent 
pictures show the head clearance differences applied by each angle.
The front slot study presents an opposite pattern for the worn head. The 
highest shear is observed at the lowest angle, decreasing with an increase in 
angle. As can be seen on the Figure 5.20, the only angle that allows air passage 
through the front of the head is 38 degrees, promoting an unobstructed air flow. 
The higher angles seal the front edge of the head and the air is forced to pass 
through the bristles to reach the sensor (Figures 5.22 and 5.23).
The new head pattern remains unchanged because the height of the bristles 
keeps the front line from ever touching the floor and then sealing the air passage.
Figure 5.16 New Head Wand Angle Dependence, Back Slot
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Figure 5.17 Worn Head #1 Wand Angle Dependence, Back Slot
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Figure 5.18 New Head #1 Wand Angle Dependence, Front Slot
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Figure 5.19 Worn Head #1 Wand Angle Dependence, Front Slot
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Figure 5.20 Wand at 38 Degrees, New Head (Left) /Worn Head #1 (Right
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Figure 5.21 Wand at 45.6 Degrees, New Head (Left) /Worn Head #1 (Right
Figure 5.22 Wand at 52.1 Degrees, New Head (Left) /Worn Head #1 (Right
Figure 5.23 Wand at 56.6 Degrees, New Head (Left) /Worn Head #1 (Right
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5.3. Dust Recovery Experiments 
The static silt recovery study shows more leftover silt on the floor for the new 
head, especially under the bristles (Figure 5.24), and a bigger footprint for the 
worn head (Figure 5.25). Figure 5.26 shows all patterns at the end of the static 
recovery test. The right side of the plot was performed with a constant wand 
angle of approximately 46 degrees.
Individual recovered silt masses for each static test are shown in Table 5.3. 
The worn head recovered an average of 0.63 grams per static run, while the new 
head recovered an average of 0.40 grams per static run. A one-way ANOVA test 
shows that the averages are significantly different (p < 0.10).
Figure 5.24 Typical Outline Left by the Vacuum Cleaner New Head
m
m
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The cumulative silt recovery test demonstrated a higher recovery with the 
worn head, averaging 93% recovery with 4 passes, while the new head recoverd 
an average of 89%. It was also observed that the worn head exhibited maximum 
recovery after two passes, since the third and fourth passes actually decreased 
the weight of the bag. It is assumed that during the third and fourth passes the 
fine particles are removed from inside the bag with passage of air. One hundred 
percent recovery is difficult to achieve because some of the dust is carried out of 
the plot during application, and there are silt leaks inside the vacuum cleaner 
where the connection from hose to bag is made. Figure 5.27 shows the variation 
in recovery with number of passes for new and worn heads.
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Figure 5.26 Outline Left by the Vacuum Cleaner Heads, All Runs
New
Worn
New
Worn
New
Worn
Worn
► iv;'
’•■jTiE'r»'.’
Worn
Test# New Head Worn Head
1 0.36g 0.71g
2 0.34g 0.46g
3 0.40g 0.91g
4 0.46g 0.66g
5 0.42g 0.41g
Average 0.40g 0.63g*
Standard Deviation 0.05 0.20
' Significantly higher (p < 0.10)
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Figure 5.27 Total Recovery versus Number of Passes
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Both static and dynamic recovery tests show that, on smooth floors, the worn 
head recovers more dust than the new head. This result confirms that varying 
the shear produced by the sampling equipment does influence measured silt 
recovery on smooth floors.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1. Conclusions 
AP-42 Emission Factors for paved roads were calculated to evaluate trends 
over a six year period of the study and also to determine if a connection existed 
between Emission Factor and roadway improvements. Comparison of quarterly 
means showed significant increases and decreases when compared to 1999 and 
2004 quarters. Individual analyzes show that two Locals and two Minor arterials 
also significantly declined since 1999.
Regression analysis on the Emission Factor geometric means averaged for 
each quarter did not show a significant reduction in any of the roadway classes. 
Regression analysis on the log of the Emission Factor for pooled data showed 
that Emission Factor for Local roads significantly reduce over time.
Statistical analysis of effects of roadway improvements on emissions factors 
showed that although the Emission Factors in general are lower for improved 
shoulders only two times out of twelve (since 1999) have roads with improved 
shoulders presented a significantly lower Emission Factor than roads with 
unimproved shoulders,
Irwin sensor and vacuum cleaner head total recovery tests were performed in 
order to evaluate the shear applied by the vacuum cleaner and the shear
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influence on silt recovery. The Irwin tests results show that the worn heads 
produce higher shear than new heads, and silt recovery experiments show that 
the worn heads pick up more silt than the new heads.
The Mini-PI-SWERL™ Swirler™ technology developed by the Desert 
Research Institute (DRI) (V. Etymezian, personal communication, 2005) was 
deployed to measure the amount of dust entrained off a surface as a function of 
applied wind shear. Mini-PI-SWERL™ measured emissions factors were 
compared to AP-42 Emission Factors at 30 field sites. Fluid mechanical shear 
applied by the Mini-PI-SWERL™ was compared to shear developed by the 
vacuum cleaners (measured with IRWIN samplers) to determine the relationship 
between fluid shear and emissions factors. Estimated vacuum cleaner shear 
with new and worn heads ranged from 0.01 to 1.74 N/m^ (2 times greater than 
the SWERL shear and over 300 times greater than vehicles shear). Shear 
values estimated for the Mini-Swirler™ ranged from 0.06 to 0.73 N/m^, and 
shears estimated for vehicles ranged from 0.0017-0.004 N/m^for vehicle speeds 
ranging from 11-27 m/sec (40-97 km/h, 25-60 mph).
Since the Emission Factor increases with shear, we conclude that the AP-42 
method may be overpredicting the values of paved road PMio Emission Factors. 
The vacuum cleaner is probably picking up more silt than a vehicle would 
actually resuspend into the air.
The results obtained to date suggest that paved road PMio emissions in the 
Las Vegas Valley are not decreasing with time, and new methods should be
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implemented by responsible agencies to promote cleaner streets and hence, 
cleaner air.
6.2. Recommendations
Future paved road PM10 Emission Factor studies should choose the sampling 
sites with the objective of investigating the effects of shoulder improvements.
To correctly determine effects of shoulder improvements, at least five 
improved shoulders and five unimproved shoulders for each road type should be 
selected for analysis each quarter to have a minimum sample size for test of 
significance.
The sample size to study the effects of precipitation was not sufficient to 
produce good results. Further studies would be required if deeper knowledge of 
rain interference is desired. A larger number of samples and variations of rain 
volume should be used to evaluate effectiveness of rain or street washing in 
reducing paved road silt loading.
Because the vacuum cleaner worn head is so sensitive to angle variation, 
new heads should always be used at each sampling site in order to obtain 
consistent data. A total recovery test of silt on asphalt surface should be 
performed to evaluate if the observed pattern of higher recovery for worn heads 
on smooth surface is going to be repeated on a rougher asphalt surface.
Further Mini-PI-SWERL™ studies should be careful to increase the time after 
the fan starts running and before the blade starts spinning. Because of the initial
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peaks, a longer time is necessary to assure the PM10 concentration goes back to 
the background values.
AP-42 sampling methods should be revised to more accurately represent the 
shear rate applied by vehicles, and also should be compared to PM10 entrained 
by vehicles using mobile technologies such as DRI’s TRAKER or UC Riverside’s 
Scamper.
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APPENDIX A
US EPA AP-42 PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING 
SURFACE/BULK DUST LOADING
This appendix presents procedures recommended for the collection of 
material samples from paved and unpaved roads and from bulk storage piles. 
(Appendix B, "Procedures For Laboratory Analysis Of Surface/Bulk Dust Loading 
Samples", presents analogous information for the analysis of the samples.). 
These recommended procedures are based on a review of American Society For 
Testing And Materials (ASTM) methods, such as C-136 (sieve analysis) and D- 
2216 (moisture content). The recommendations follrw  ASTM standards vWiere 
practical, and where not, an effort has been made to develop procedures 
consistent with the intent of the pertinent ASTM standards.
This appendix emphasizes that, before starting any field sampling program, 
one must first define the study area of interest and then determine the numt>er of 
samples that can be collected and analyzed within the constraints of time, labor, 
and money available. For example, tiie  study area could be defined as an 
individual industrial plant with its network of paved/unpaved roadways and 
material piles. In that instance, it is advantageous to œliect a separate sample 
for each major dust source in the plant. This level of resolution is useful in 
developing cost-effective emission reducticm plans. On the other hand, if the 
area of interest is geographically large (say a city or county, with a network of
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public roads), collecting at least 1 sample from each source would be highly 
impractical. However, in such an area, it is important to obtain samples 
representative of different source types within the area.
A .t. Samples From Unpaved Roads
Objective:
The overall objective in an unpaved road sampling program is to inventory the 
mass of particulate matter (PM) emissions from the roads. This is typically done 
by:
1. Collecting "representative" samples of the loose surface material from 
the road;
2. Analyzing the samples to determine silt fractions; and
3. Using the results in the predictive emission factor model given in AP-42, 
Section 13.2.2, Unpaved Roads, together with traffic data (e. g., numt)er 
of vehicles traveling the road each day).
Before any field sampling program, it is necessary to define the study area of 
interest and to determine the number of unpaved road samples that can be 
collected and analyzed within the constraint of time, labor, and money available. 
For example, the study area could be defined as a very specific irxlustrial plant 
having a network of roadways. Here it is advantgeous to collect a separate 
sample for each major unpaved road in the plant. This level of resolution is 
useful in developing cost-effective emission reducticxi plans involving dust 
suppressants or traffic rerouting. On the other hand, the area of interest may be
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geographically large, and well-defined traffic information may not be easily 
obtained. In this case, resolution of the PM emission inventory to specific road 
segments would not be feasible, and it would be more important to obtain 
representative road-type samples within the area by aggregating several sample 
increments.
Procedure:
For a network consisting of many relatively short roads contained in a well- 
defined study area (as would be the case at an industrial plant), it is 
recommended that one collect a sample for each 0.8 kilometers (km) (0.5 miles 
[mil) length, or portion thereof, for each major road segment. Here, the term 
"road segment" refers to the length of road between intersections (the nodes of 
the network) with other paved or unpaved roads. Thus, for a major segment 1 
km (0.6 mi) long, 2 samples are recommended.
For longer roads in study areas that are spatially diverse, it is recommended 
that one collect a sample for each 4.8 km (3 mi) length of the road. Composite a 
sample from a minimum of 3 incremental samples. Collect the first sample 
increment at a random location within the first 0.8 km (0.5 mi), with additional 
increments taken from each remaining 0.8 km (0.5 mi) of the road, up to a 
maximum length of 4.8 km (3 mi). For a road less than 1.5 mi in lengtti, an 
acceptable method for selecting sites for the increments is based on drawing 3 
random numbers (x1, x2, x3) between zero and tiie  lengtii. Random numbers 
may be obtained from tabulations in statistical reference books, or scientific 
calculators may be used to generate pseudorandom numbers. See Figure A.1.
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The following steps describe the collection method for samples (increments):
1. Ensure that the site offers an unobstructed view of traffic and that 
sampling personnel are visible to drivers. If the road is heavily traveled, 
use 1 person to "spot” and route traffic safely around another person 
collecting the surface sample (increment).
2. Using string or other suitable markers, mark a 0.3 meters (m) (1 foot [ft)) 
wide portion across the road. (WARNING: Do not mark the collection 
area with a chalk line or in any other method likely to introduce fine 
material into the sample.)
3. With a whisk broom and dustpan, remove the loose surface material 
from the hard road base. Do not abrade the base during sweeping. 
Sweeping should be performed slowly so that fine surface material is 
not injected into the air. NOTE: Collect material only from the portion of 
the road over which the wheels and carriages routinely travel (i. e., not 
from berms or any "mounds" along the road centerline).
4. Periodically deposit the swept material into a clean, labeled container of 
suitable size, such as a metal or plastic 19 liter (L) (5 gallon [gal]) 
bucket, having a sealable polyethylene liner. Increments may be mixed 
within this container.
5. Record the required information on the sample collection sheet (Figure 
A.2).
Sample Specifications:
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For uncontrolled unpaved road surfaces, a gross sample of 5 kilograms (kg) 
(10 pounds [lb]) to 23 kg (50 lb) is desired. Samples of this size will require 
splitting to a size amenable for analysis (see Appendix B). For unpaved roads 
having been treated with chemical dust suppressants (such as petroleum resins, 
asphalt emulsions, etc.), the above goal may not be practical in well-defined 
study areas because a very large area would need to be swept. In general, a 
minimum of 400 grams (g) (1 lb) is required for silt and moisture analysis. 
Additional increments should be taken from heavily controlled unpaved surfaces, 
until the minimum sample mass has been achieved.
A.2. Samples from Paved Roads
Objective:
The overall objective in a paved road sampling program is to inventory the 
mass of particulate emissions from the roads. This is typically done by:
1. Collecting "representative" samples of the loose surface material from the 
road;
2. Analyzing the sample to determine the silt fraction; and
3. Combining the results with traffic data in a predictive emission factor 
model.
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Figure A.2 Example Data Form for Unpaved Road Samples.
Date Collected Recorded by
Road Material (e.g., gravel, slag, dirt, etc.):’
Site of Sampling:
METHOD:
1. Sampling device: whisk broom and dustpan
2. Sampling depth: loose surface material (do not abrade road base)
3. Sample container: bucket with sealable liner
4. Gross sample specifications:
a. Uncontrolled surfaces -  5 kg (10 lb) to 23 kg (50 lb)
b. Controlled surfaces -  minimum of 400 g (1 lb) is required for analysis
Refer to AP-42 Appendix B.1 for more detailed Instructions.
Indicate any deviations from the above: ________________________________
SAMPLING DATA COLLECTED:
Sample
No. Time Location +
Surf.
Area Depth
Mass of 
Sample
* Indicate and give details If roads are controlled.
+ Use code given on plant or road map for segment Identification. Indicate sampling location 
on map.
The remarks above about definition of the study area and the appropriate 
level of resolution for sampling unpaved roads are equally applicable to paved 
roads. Before a field sampling program, it is necessary first to define the study
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area of interest and then to determine the number of paved road samples that 
can be collected and analyzed. For example, in a well-defined study area (e. g., 
an industrial plant), it is advantageous to collect a separate sample for each 
major paved road, because the resolution can be useful in developing cost- 
effective emission reduction plans. Similarly, in geographically large study areas, 
it may be more important to obtain samples representative of road types within 
the area by aggregating several sample increments.
Compared to unpaved road sampling, planning for a paved road sample 
collection exercise necessarily involves greater consideration as to types of 
equipment to be used. Specifically, provisions must be made to accommodate 
the characteristics of tiie  vacuum cleaner chosen. For example, paved road 
samples are collected by cleaning the surface with a vacuum cleaner with "tared" 
(i. e., weighed before use) filter bags. Upright "stick broom" vacuums use 
relatively small, lightweight filter bags, while bags for industrial-type vacuums are 
bulky and heavy. Because the mass collected is usually several times greater 
than the bag tare weight, uprights are thus well suited for collecting samples from 
lightly loaded road surfaces. On the other hand, on heavily loaded roads, the 
larger industrial-type vacuum bags are easier to use and can be more readily 
used to aggregate incremental samples Ikmti all road surfaces. These features 
are discussed further below.
Procedure:
For a network of many relatively short roads contained in a well-defined study 
area (as would be the case at an industrial plant), it is recommended that one
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collect a sample for each 0.8 km (0.5 mi) length, or portion thereof, for each 
major road segment. For a 1 km long (0.6 mi) segment, then, 2 samples are 
recommended. As mentioned, the term "road segment" refers to the length of 
road between intersections with other paved or unpaved roads (the nodes of the 
network). For longer roads in spatially heterogeneous study areas, it is 
recommended that one collect a sample for each 4.8 km (3 mi) of sampled road 
length. Create a composite sample from a minimum of 3 incremental samples. 
Collect the first increment at a random location within the first 0.8 km (0.5 mi), 
with additional increments taken from each remaining 0.8 km (0.5 mi) of the road, 
up to a maximum length of 4.8 km (3 mi ). For a road less than 2.4 km (1.5 mi) 
long, an acceptable method for selecting sites for the increments is based on 
drawing 3 random numbers (x1, x2, x3) between zero and the length (See Figure 
A 3). Random numbers may be obtained from tabulations in statistical reference 
books, or scientific calculators may be used to generate pseudorandom 
numbers.
The following steps describe the collection method for samples (increments):
1. Ensure that the site offers an unobsti'ucted view of traffic and flia t 
sampling personnel are visible to drivers. If the road is heavily traveled, 
use 1 crew member to "spot" and route traffic safely around another 
person collecting the surface sample (increment).
2. Using string or other suitable markers, mark the sampling portion across 
the road. (WARNING: Do not mark the collection area with a chalk line 
or in any other method likely to introduce fine material into the sample.)
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The widths may be varied between 0.3 m (1 ft) for visibly dirty roads and 
3 m (10 ft) for clean roads. When an industrial- type vacuum is used to 
sample lightly loaded roads, a width greater than 3 m (10 ft) may be 
necessary to meet sample specifications, unless increments are being 
combined.
3. If large, loose material is present on the surface, it should be collected 
with a whisk broom and dustpan. NOTE: Collect material only from the 
portion of the road over which the wheels and carriages routinely travel 
(i. e., not from berms or any "mounds" along the road centerline). On 
roads with painted side markings, collect material "from white line to 
white line" (but avoid centerline mounds). Store the swept material in a 
clean, labeled container of suitable size, such as a metal or plastic 19 L 
(5 gal) bucket, with a sealable polyethylene liner. Increments for the 
same sample may be mixed within the container.
4. Vacuum the collection area using a portable vacuum cleaner fitted with 
an empty tared (preweighed) filter bag. NOTE: Collect material only 
from the portion of the road over which the wheels and carriages 
routinely travel (i. e., not from berms or any "mounds" along the road 
centerline). On roads with painted side markings, collect material "from 
white line to white line" (but avoid centerline mounds). The same filter 
bag may be u s ^  for different incranente for 1 sample. For heavily 
loaded roads, more than 1 fitter bag may be needed for a sample 
(increment).
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5. Carefully remove the bag from the vacuum sweeper and check for tears 
or leaks. If necessary, reduce samples (using the procedure in 
Appendix B) from broom sweeping to a size amenable to analysis. Seal 
broom-swept material in a clean, labeled plastic jar for transport 
(alternatively, the swept material may be placed in the vacuum filter 
bag). Fold the unused portion of the filter bag, wrap a rubber band 
around the folded bag, and store the bag for transport.
6. Record the required information on the sample collection sheet (Figure 
A.4).
Sample Specifications:
When broom swept samples are collected, they should be at least 400 g (1 lb) 
for silt and moisture analysis. Vacuum swept samples should be at least 200 g 
(0.5 lb). Also, the weight of an "exposed" filter bag should be at least 3 to 5 times 
greater than when empty. Additional increments should be taken until these 
sample mass goals have been attained.
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Figure A.3 Sampling Locations for Paved Roads.
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Figure A.4 Example Data Form for Paved Roads
Date Collected
Sampling location’
Recorded by , 
No. of Lanes
Surface type (e.g., asphalt, concrete, etc.)_ 
Surface condition (e.g., good, rutted, etc.) _
“ Use code given on plant or road map for segment identification. Indication sampling 
location on map.
METHOD:
1. Sampling device: portable vacuum cleaner (whisk broom and dustpan if heavy loading 
present)
2. Sampling depth: loose surface material (do not sample curb areas or other untravelled 
portions of the road)
3. Sample container: tared and numbered vacuum cleaner bags (bucket with sealable 
liner if heavy loading present)
4. Gross sample specifications: Vacuum swept samples should be at least 200 g (0.5 lb), 
with the exposed filter bag weight should be at least 3 to 5 times greater than the 
empty bag tare weight.
Refer to AP-42 Appendix 0.1 for more detailed instructions.
Indicate any deviations from the above: ___________________________________________
SAMPLING DATA COLLECTED:
Sample
No.
Vacuum Bag
Tare Wgt 
^  (9)
Sampling 
Surface Dimensions 
(1 X w) Time
Mass of 
Broom-Swept 
Sample +
+ Enter "0" if no broom sweeping Is performed.
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A.3. Samples from Storage Piles
Objective:
The overall objective of a storage pile sampling and analysis program is to 
inventory particulate matter emissions from the storage and handling of 
materials. This is done typically by:
1. Collecting "representative" samples of the material;
2. Analyzing the samples to determine moisture and silt contents; and
3. Combining analytical results with material throughput and meteorological 
information in an emission factor model.
As initial steps in storage pile sampling, it is necessary to decide (a) what 
emission mechanisms - material load-in to and load-out from the pile, wind 
erosion of the piles - are of interest, and (b) how many samples can be collected 
and analyzed, given time and monetary constraints. (In general, annual average 
PM emissions from material handling can be expected to be much greater than 
those from wind erosion.). For an industrial plant, it is recommended tiia t at least 
1 sample be collected for each major type of material handled within the facility.
In a program to characterize load-in emissions, r^resentative sam ple 
shouki be collected from material recently loaded into the pile. Similarly, 
representative samples for load-out emissions should be collected from areas 
that are worked by load-out equipment such as front end loaders or clamshells. 
For most "active" piles (i. e., those with frequent load-in and load-out operations), 
1 sample may be considered representative of both loaded-in and loaded-out 
materials. Wind eroskxi material samples should be representative of the
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surfaœs exposed to the wind, in general, samples should consist of increments 
taken from all exposed areas of the pile (I. e., top, middle, and bottom). If the 
same material is stored in several piles, it is recommended that piles with at least 
25 percent of the amount in storage be sampled. For large piles that are 
common in industrial settings (e. g., quarries, iron and steel plants), access to 
some portions may be impossible for the person collecting the sample. In that 
case, increments should be taken no higher than it is practical for a person to 
climb carrying a shovel and a pail.
Procedure:
The following steps describe the method for collecting samples from storage 
piles:
1. Sketch plan and elevation views of the pile. Indicate if any portion is not 
accessible. Use the sketch to plan where tiie N increments will be 
taken by dividing the perimeter into N-1 roughly equivalent segments.
a. For a large pile, collect a minimum of 10 increments, as near to 
mid-height of the pile as practical.
b. For a small pile, a sample should be a minimum of 6  increments, 
evenly distributed among the top, middle, and txittom.
"Small" or "large" piles, for practical purposes, may be defined as those piles 
which can or cannot, respectively, be scaled by a person carrying a shovel and 
pail.
2. Collect material with a straight-point shovel or a small garden spade, 
and store the increments in a clean, labeled confiner of suitable size
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(such as a metal or plastic 19 L [5 gal] bucket) with a sealable 
polyethylene liner. Depending upon the ultimate goals of the sampling 
program, choose 1 of the following procedures:
a. To characterize emissions from material handling operations at an 
active pile, take increments from the portions of the pile which most 
recently had material added and removed. Collect the material with 
a shovel to a depth of 10 to 15 centimeters (cm) (4 to 6  inches [in]). 
Do not deliberately avoid larger pieces of aggregate present on the 
surface.
b. To characterize handling emissions from an inactive pile, obtain 
increments of the core material from a 1 m (3 ft) depth in the pile. 
A sampling tube 2 m ( 6  ft) long, with a diameter at least 10 times 
the diameter of the largest particle being sampled, is 
recommended for these samples. Note that, for piles containing 
large particles, the diameter recommendation may be 
impractical.
c. If characterization of wind erosion, rather than material handling 
is the goal of the sampling program, collect the increments by 
skimming the surface in an upwards direction. The deptti of the 
sampte should be 2.5 cm (1 in), or the diameter of the largest 
particle, whichever is less. Do not delitierately avoid collecting 
larger pieces of aggregate present on the surface.
In most instances, collection method "a" should be selected.
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3. Record the required information on the sample collection sheet (Figure
A.5). Note the space for deviations from the summarized method.
Sample Specifications:
For any of the procedures, the sample mass collected should be at least 5 kg 
(10 lb). When most materials are sampled with procedures 2a or 2b, 10 
increments will normally result in a sample of at least 23 kg (50 lb). Note that 
storage pile samples usually require splitting to a size more amenable to 
laboratory analysis.
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Date Collected
Figure A.5 Example Data Form for Storage Piles
_________  Recorded by,
Type of material sampled____________________________________________________
Sampling location*_________________________________________________________
METHOD:
1. Sampling device: pointed shovel (hollow sampling tube if inactive pile is to be 
sampled)
2. Sampling depth:
For material handling of active piles: 10-15 cm (4-6 in.)
For material handling of Inactive piles: 1 m (3 ft)
For v/ind erosion samples: 2.5 cm (1 in.) or depth of the largest particle (whichever is 
less)
3. Sample container: bucket with sealable liner
4. Gross sample specifications:
For material handling of active or inactive piles: minimum of 6 Increments with total 
sample weight of 5 kg (10 lb) [10 increments totalling 23 kg (50 lb) are recommended] 
For wind erosion samples: minimum of 6 increments with total sample v/elght of 5 kg 
(10 1b)
Refer to AP-42 Appendix 0.1 for more detailed instructions.
Indicate any deviations from the above: ________________ __________________________
SAMPLING DATA COLLECTED:
Sample
No. Time
Location* of 
Sample Collection
Device Used 
S/T " Depth
Mass of 
Sample
Use code given of plant or area map for pile/sample identification. Indicate each 
sampling location on map.
Indicate whether shovel or tube.
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APPENDIX B
US EPA AP-42 PROCEDURES FOR LABORATORY ANALYSIS 
OF SURFACE/BULK DUST LOADING SAMPLES
This appendix discusses procedures recommended for the analysis of 
samples collected from paved and unpaved surfaces and from bulk storage piles. 
(Appendix A, "Procedures For Sampling Surface/Bulk Dust Loading", presents 
procedures for the collection of these samples.). These recommended 
procedures are based on a revievy of American Society For Testing And 
Materials (ASTM) methods, such as 0-136 (sieve analysis) or D-2216 (moisture 
content). The recommendations follow ASTM standards where practical, and 
where not, an effort has been made to develop procedures consistent with the 
intent of the pertinent ASTM standards.
B.1 Sample Splitting
Objective:
The collectran procedures presented in Appendix 0.1 can result in samples 
that need to be reduced in size before laboratory analysis. Samples are often 
unwieldy, and field splitting is advisable before transporting the samples.
The size of the laboratory sample is important. Too small a sample will not be 
representative, and too much sample will be unnecessary as well as unwieldy. 
Ideally, one would like to analyze the entire gross sample in batches, but that is
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not practical. While all ASTM standards acknowledge this impracticality, they 
disagree on the exact optimum size, as indicated by the range of recommended 
samples, extending from 0.05 to 27 kilograms (kg) (0.1 to 60 pounds [lb]).
Splitting a sample may be necessary before a proper analysis. The principle 
in sizing a laboratory sample for silt analysis is to have sufficient coame and fine 
portions both to be representative of the material and to allow sufficient mass on 
each sieve to assure accurate weighing. A lat)oratory sample of 400 to 1,600 
grams (g) is recommended because of the capacity of normally available scales 
(1. 6  to 2.6 kg). A larger sample than this may produce "screen blinding" for the 
2 0  centimeter (cm) ( 8  inch [in.]) diameter screens normally available for silt 
analysis. Screen blinding can also occur with small samples of finer texture. 
Finally, the sample mass should be such that it can be spread out in a 
reasonably sized drying pan to a depth of < 2.5 cm (1 in.).
Two methods are recommended for sample splitting: riffles, and coning and 
quartering. Both procedures are descrit>ed below.
Procedures:
Figure B.1 shows 2 riffles for sample division. Riffle slot widths should be at 
least 3 times the size of the largest aggregate in the material being divided. The 
following quote from ASTM Standard Method D2013-72 describes flie  use of the 
riffle.
Divide the gross sample by using a riffle. Riffles properly used will reduce 
sample variability but cannot eliminate it. Rifftes are shown in Figure B.2. Pass 
the material through the riffle from a feed scoop, feed tnjdcet, or riffle pan having
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a lip or opening the full length of the riffle. When using any of the above 
containers to feed the riffle, spread the material evenly in the container, raise the 
container, and hold it with its front edge resting on top of the feed chute, then 
slowly tilt it so that the material flows in a uniform stream through the hopper 
straight down over the center of the riffle into all the slots, thence into the riffle 
pans, one-half of the sample being collected in a pan. Under no circumsfrinces 
shovel the sample into the riffle, or dribble into the riffle from a small-moutiied 
container. Do not allow the material to build up in or above the riffle slots. If it 
does not flow freely through the slots, shake or vibrate the riffle to facilitate even 
flow \
Coning and quartering is a simple procedure useful with all powdered 
materials and with sample sizes ranging from a few grams to several hundred 
pounds^. Oversized material, defined as > 0.6 millimeters (mm) (3/8 in.) in 
diameter, should be removed before quartering and be weighed in a "tared" 
container (one for which its empty weight is known).
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Figure B.1 Sample Riffle Dividers
Sample Dividers (Riffles)
Feed Chute
Riffle Sampler
(b)
Rolled
Edges
Riffle Bucket and 
Separate Feed Chute Stand
(b)
Preferably, perform the coning and quartering operation on a floor covered 
with clean 10 mil plastic. Take care that the material is not contaminated by 
anything on the floor or that any portion is not lost through cracks or holes. 
Samples likely affected by moisture or drying must be handled rapidly, preferably 
in a controlled atmosphere, and sealed in a container to prevent further changes 
during transportation and storage.
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Figure B.2 Procedure for Coning and Quartering
Conmg and Quartering
The procedure for coning and quartering Is Illustrated In Figure B.2. The 
following procedure should be used:
1. Mix the material and shovel It Into a neat cone.
2. Flatten the cone by pressing the top without further mixing.
3. Divide the flat circular pile Into equal quarters by cutting or scraping out 2 
diameters at right angles.
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4. Discard 2 opposite quarters.
5. Thoroughly mix the 2 remaining quarters, shovel them Into a cone, and 
repeat the quartering and discarding procedures until the sample Is 
reduced to 0.4 to 1.8 kg (1 to 4 lb).
B.2 Moisture Analvsis
Paved road samples generally are not to be oven dried tiecause vacuum filter 
bags are used to collect the samples. After a sample has t)een recovered by 
dissection of the bag. It Is combined with any broom swept material for silt 
analysis. All other sample types are oven dried to determine moisture content 
before sieving.
Procedure:
1. Heat the oven to approximately 110°C (230"F). Record oven temperature. 
(See Figure B.3.)
2. Record the make, capacity, and smallest division of the scale.
3. Weigh the empty laboratory sample containers which will t>e placed in the 
oven to determine their tare weight. Weigh any lidded containers with the 
lids. Record the tare weight(s). Check zero before each weighing.
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Figure B.3 Example Moisture Analysis Form
MOISTLTRE ANALYSIS
Date;
Sample No; 
^iateiiai:
Split Sample Balance; 
M ake________
C apacit}'.
SmaEest dit-ision
Total Sample W eight:. 
(Excl. C ontainer) 
Number of Splits:___
Split Sample Weight (before drying)
Pan -  Sample:___________________
P an:____________________________
Wet Sample;_____________________
By:
Ot en Tenq)emture:
Date In: ________
Time In: _ _ _ _ _
D r\ing Time:
Sample Weight (after dnm g) 
Pan Sanyle:
Pan: __
Dr>' Sample:
MOISTURE CONTENT;
(A) Wet Sample Wt.
(B) Dr\- Sample Wt.
(C) Difference Wt.
C X 100
Date Out: 
Time Out:
} Moisture
4. Weigh the laboratory sample(s) In the contalner(s). For materials with 
high moisture content, assure that any standing moisture Is Included In the 
laboratory sample container. Record the combined weight(s). Check zero 
before each weighing.
5. Place sample In oven and dry overnight. Materials composed of hydrated 
minerals or organic material such as coal and certain soils should be dried 
for only 1.5 hours.
6 . Remove sample container from oven and (a) weigh Immediately If 
uncovered, being carehil of the hot container; or (b) place a tight-fitting lid 
on the container and let it cool before weighing. Record the combined 
sample and container weight(s). Check zero before weighir^.
7. Calculate the moisture, as the initial weight of the sample and container, 
minus the ovendried weight of the sample and container, divided by the
Initial weight of the sample alone. Record the value.
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8 . Calculate the sample weight to be used in the silt analysis, as the oven- 
dried weight of the sample and container, minus the weight of the 
container. Record the value.
B.3 Silt Analvsis
Objective:
Several open dust emesion factors have been found to be correlated with the 
silt content (< 200 mesh) of the material t>elng disturtied. The basic procedure 
for silt content determination is mechanical, dry sieving. For sources other than 
paved roads, the same sample which was oven-dried to determine moisture 
content is then mechanically sieved.
For paved road samples, the broom-svt^pt particles and the vacuum-swept 
dust are individually weighed on a beam balance. The broom-swept particles are 
weighed In a œntainer, and the vacuum-swept dust is weighed in the bag of the 
vacuum, which was tared before sample collection. After weighing the sample to 
calculate total surface dust loading on the traveled lam^, cxxnbine the broom- 
swept particles and the vacuumed dust. Such a composite sample Is usually 
small and may not require splitting in preparatkm fw  s&eving.
Procedure:
1. Select the appropriate 20-cm (8 -in.) diameter. 5-an (2-in.) deep sieve 
sizes. Recommended U. S. Standard Series sizes are 3/8 in.. No. 4, No. 
40, No. 100, No. 140, No. 200, and a pan. Comparable T^er Series sizes 
can also be used. The No. 20 and the No. 200 are mandatory. The
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others can be varied if the recommended sieves are not available, or if 
buildup on 1 particulate sieve during sieving indicates that an intermediate 
sieve should be inserted.
2. Obtain a mechanical sieving device, such as a vibratory shaker or a Roto- 
Tap® without the tapping function.
3. Clean the sieves with compressed air and/or a soft brush. Any material 
lodged in the sieve openings or adhering to the sides of the sieve should 
t>e removed, without handlirg the screen roughly, if possible.
4. Obtain a scale (capacity of at least 1600 grams or 3.5 lb) and record 
make, capacity, smallest division, date of last calibration, and accuracy. 
(See Figure B.4).
5. Weigh the sieves and pan to determine tare weights. Check the zero 
before every weighing. Record the weighte.
6 . After nesting the sieves in decreasing order of size, and with pan at the 
bottom, dump dried latioratory sample (preferably immediately after 
moisture analysis) into the top sieve. The sample should weigh between ~ 
400 and 1600 g (~ 0.9 and 3.5 lb). This amount will vary for finely textured 
materials, and 100 to 300 g may be sufficient when 90% of the sample 
passes a No. 8  (2.36 mm) sieve. Brush any fine material adhering to the 
sides of the container into the top sieve and cover the top sieve with a 
special lid normally purchased wrifii the pan.
7. Place nested sieves into the mechanical sieving device and sieve for 10 
minutes (min). Remove pan containing minus No. 200 and weigh.
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Repeat the sieving at 10-min intervals until the difference between 2 
successive pan sample weighings (with the pan tare weight subtracted) is 
less than 3.0%. Do not sieve longer than 40 min. 8 . Weigh each sieve 
and its contents arKf record the weight. Check the zero before every 
weighing.
8 . Collect the laboratory sample. Place the sample in a separate container if 
further analysis is expected.
9. Calculate the percent of mass less than the 200 mesh screen (75 
micrometers [pm]). This is the silt content.
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Figure B.4 Example Slit Analysis Form
SILT ANALYSIS
Date: _Byi.
Sample No: 
Material:
Make ________
Smallest Division
Sample Weight (after drying) 
Pan + Sample:__________
Pan:_____________
Split Sample Balance: 
Dry Sample:_______
Capacity:
Final Weight:
Net Weight <200 Mesh 
% Silt = Total Net Weight x 100 =_%
SIEVING
Time: Start: Weight (Pan Only)
Initial (Tare):
10 min:
20 min:
30 min:
40 min:
Screen
Tare Weight 
(Screen)
Final Weight 
(Screen + Sample) Net Weight (Sample) %
3/8 in.
4 mesh
10 mesh
20 mesh
40 mesh
100 mesh
140 mesh
200 mesh
Pan
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1. American Society For Testing And Materials, 1977. "Standard Method Of 
Preparing Coal Samples For Analysis", Annual Book OfASTM S^ndards. 
D2013-72, Philadelphia, PA.
2. L. Silverman, et al. 1971. Particle Size Analysis In Industrial Hygiene. 
Academic Press, New York.
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Table C I  
2005
APPENDIX G
EMISSION FACTOR AND SILT LOADING FOR THIRD 
AND FOURTH QUARTERS OF 2005
Local Roads Silt Loading and Emission Factor, Third Quarter
Site Name
Total
Mass
(g)
Silt
Fraction
(%)
Silt
Mass
(9)
Area
sampled
(m:)
Silt
Loading
(g/m^)
AP-42 EF 
(g/VMT)
Log
EF
Armacost & 
Calmar 68.2 11.7% 8.0 32.1 2.49E-01 1.67 0.22
Duneville & 
El Parque 70 8.4% 5.9 30.7 1.92E-01 1.38 0.14
Evergold
Quailbush
RIchmar
Sapphire
Light
395.5
504.8
25.7
31.8
15.6%
6.8%
15.4%
65.4%
61.7
5.0
4.0
20.8
41.8 
30.7
27.9
33.4
1.48E+00
1.64E-01
1.42E-01
6.22E-01
5.78
1.23
1.10
3.20
0.76
0.09
0.04
0.51
Mean of logs 
Stand dev of logs 
Geomean + std dev 
Geomean 
Geomean -  std dev
0.29
0.28
3.76
1.96
1.02
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Table C.2 Collector Roads Silt Loading and Emission Factor, Third
Quarter 2005
Site Name
Total
Mass
(g)
Silt
Fraction
(%)
Silt
Mass
(g)
Area
sampled
(mf)
Silt
Loading
(g/m^)
AP-42 EF 
(g/VMT)
Log
EF
Burkholder 
& Cabrlllo 406.9 4.3% 17.5 30.7 5.71 E-01 3.02 0.48
Crestdale &
Covington
Cross
8.7 26.4% 2.3 27.9 8.24E-02 0.71 -0.15
El Capitan 78.7 10.2% 8.0 30.7 2.62E-01 1.74 0.24
Gowan &
Kldd-
Colemann
113.1 4.5% 5.1 33.4 1.52E-01 1.16 0.06
Hlllpolnte & 
Rampart 21.3 15.5% 3.3 27.9 1.18E-01 0.95 -0.02
lone 49.8 11.0% 5.5 32.1 1.71 E-01 1.26 0.10
Marion & 
Diamond 
Head
12.3 13.0% 1.6 33.4 4.78E-02 0.43 -0.36
Pabco & 
Liverpool 68.1 5.7% 3.9 30.7 1.27E-01 1.00 0.00
Washburn 
& Donna 505.3 23.4% 118.2 33.4 3.54E+00 10.36 1.02
Mean of logs 0.15
Stand dev of logs 0.40
Geomean + std dev 3.56
Geomean 1.42
Geomean -  std dev 0.56
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Table C.3 Minor arterial Roads Silt Loading and Emission Factor, Third
Quarter 2005
Site Name
Total
Mass
(g)
Silt
Fraction
(%)
Silt
Mass
(g)
Area
sampled
(m=)
Silt
Loading
(g/m )̂
AP-42
EF
(gA/MT)
Log
EF
Ann Rd & 
San Mateo 115.3 4.0% 4.6 41.8 1.10E-01 0.90 -0.05
Durango & 
Craig 326.2 4.1% 13.4 33.4 4.00E-01 2.35 0.37
Hacienda 805.6 7.5% 60.4 39.0 1.55E+00 5.97 0.78
Losee & 
Craig 213 11.8% 25.1 30.7 8.20E-01 3.88 0.59
Maryland & 
Westminster 577 1.8% 10.4 33.4 3.11 E-01 1.96 0.29
Maryland & 
Pyle 1244.1 17.4% 216.5 33.4 6.47E+00 15.45 1.19
Pecos & 
Wigwam 8.2 9.8% 0.8 33.4 2.40E-02 0.20 -0.70
Silver 
Springs & 
Spring Hills
18.7 10.7% 2.0 41.8 4.79E-02 0.43 -0.36
Valle Verde 
& Wigwam 11.6 7.8% 0.9 30.7 2.95E-02 0.26 -0.59
Mean of logs 0.17
Stand dev of logs 0.64
Geomean + std dev 6.47
Geomean 1.48
Geomean -  std dev 0.34
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Table C.4 
2005
Local Roads Silt Loading and Emission Factor, Fourth Quarter
Site Name
Total
Mass
(g)
Silt
Fraction
(%)
Silt
Mass
(g)
Area
sampled
(rn=)
Silt
Loading
(g/m )̂
AP-42
EF
(g/VMT)
Log
EF
Armacost & 
Calmar 64.5 16.0% 10.3 30.7 3.37E-01 2.08 0.32
Aspen Glow 
& Warm 
Walnult
224.7 9.4% 21.1 27.9 7.58E-01 3.67 0.57
Duneville & 
El Parque 195.5 5.5% 10.8 30.7 3.51 E-01 2.14 0.33
Evergold 355.2 17.0% 60.4 41.8 1.44E+00 5.70 0.76
Quailbush 68.1 32.0% 21.8 30.7 7.11 E-01 3.51 0.55
Richmar 18.1 13.0% 2.4 27.9 8.44E-02 0.72 0.14
Sapphire
Light 191.8 73.0% 140.0 33.4 4.19E+00 11.59 1.06
Mean of logs 0.49
Stand dev of logs 0.38
Geomean + std dev 7.42
Geomean 3.10
Geomean -  std dev 1.29
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Table C.5 Collector Roads Silt Loading and Emission Factor, Fourth
Quarter 2005
Site Name
Total
Mass
(g)
Silt
Fraction
(%)
Silt
Mass
(g)
Area
sampled
(mf)
Silt
Loading
(g/m^)
AP-42
EF
(g/VMT)
Log
EF
Burkholder 
& Cabrlllo 93.9 13.0% 12.2 30.7 3.98E-01 2.34 0.37
Crestdale & 
Covington 
Cross (new 
location)
11.7 6.8% 0.8 27.9 2.85E-02 0.25 -0.60
El Capitan 104.2 11.0% 11.5 30.7 3.74E-01 2.24 0.35
Gowan &
Kidd-
Colemann
826.5 7.5% 62.0 33.4 1.85E+00 6.74 0.83
Gowan & 
Goldfield 1127.9 19.0% 214.3 33.4 6.41 E+00 15.35 1.19
Hlllpolnte & 
Rampart 70.1 6.8% 4.8 27.9 1.71 E-01 1.26 0.10
lone 81.1 12.0% 9.7 30.7 3.17E-01 1.99 0.30
Marion & 
Diamond 
Head
15.9 16.0% 2.5 33.4 7.61 E-02 0.66 -0.18
Pabco & 
Liverpool 99.3 7.1% 7.1 30.7 2.30E-01 1.58 0.20
Washburn & 
Donna 258.8 12.0% 31.1 33.4 9.29E-01 4.22 0.63
Mean of logs 0.32
Stand dev of logs 0.50
Geomean + std dev 6.61
Geomean 2.08
Geomean -  std dev 0.65
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Table C.6 Minor arterial Roads Silt Loading and Emission Factor, Fourth
Quarter 2005
Site Name
Total
Mass
(g)
Silt
Fraction
(%)
Silt
Mass
(g)
Area
sampled
(m=)
Silt
Loading
(g/m^)
AP-42
EF
(g/VMT)
Log
EF
Ann Rd & 
San Mateo 75.8 20.0% 15.2 41.8 3.63E-01 2.19 0.34
Durango & 
Craig 115.7 11.0% 12.7 33.4 3.81 E-01 2.27 0.36
Hacienda 400.8 2.6% 10.4 33.4 3.12E-01 1.97 0.29
Losee & 
Craig 61.6 9.9% 6.1 30.7 1.99E-01 1.42 0.15
Maryland & 
Westminster 217.3 2.2% 4.8 33.4 1.43E-01 1.10 0.04
Maryland & 
Pyle 1348.1 13.0% 175.3 33.4 5.24E+00 13.44 1.13
Pecos & 
Wigwam 20.2 7.9% 1.6 33.4 4.77E-02 0.43 -0.36
Silver 
Springs & 
Spring Hills
34.9 38.0% 13.3 41.8 3.17E-01 1.99 0.30
Valle Verde 
& Wigwam 20.8 4.8% 1.0 30.7 3.26E-02 0.29 -0.54
Mean of logs 0.19
Stand dev of logs 0.48
Geomean + std dev 4.64
Geomean 1.55
Geomean -  std dev 0.52
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